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Editorial
S

uccessful inaugural flight of HTT-40, indigenously
designed and developed Third Generation
abinitio trainer aircraft by Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd is a matter of pride for all Indians and the aeronautical
community in particular. This is the first hi-tech
aerospace product designed and built in India after the
launch of ‘Make in India’ mission and it is a project with
a record short lead time from concept to design and first
flight.
It is expected that HAL will steer the project to
certification and series production with a similar record,
and commence supply not only to Indian armed forces
but also to other countries. This together with HAL’s New Jet Trainer (IJT) incorporating
the latest technologies will re-establish self-reliance in the trainer aircraft design and
manufacture in India. HAL has already established helicopter design and development
technology as well as for production and maintenance through successful development
of the world-class Advanced Light Helicopter ‘Dhruv’.
HAL is also the primary Technology & Production partner with Aeronautical
Development Agency / DRDO for the development and production of the Light
Combat Aircraft which has the latest flight control and other advanced systems. An
important feature of these projects is that a large number of R&D, Academic Institutions
and private industries particularly SMEs have been involved in the development of
materials process technologies and equipments for the realisation of these projects.
The revision of Defence Procurement Policy and the latest issue DPP 2016 will facilitate
enhanced role of both Indian companies, R&D organisations and partnership with
foreign OEMs to achieve the Prime Minister’s mission of ‘Make in India’ successfully in
the aerospace and defense sector.
SIATI in association with Aeromag Asia has organised the 3rd Edition of Aerospace
& Defense Manufacturing Show 2016 on 1st& 2nd July 2016. The event will showcase
capabilities of Indian industries through exhibitions and presentations on advanced
manufacturing processes & technologies, Information Technology, Tools and
Technologies, Quality and Certification Process, Opportunities for Innovation and
Partnership and collaborative development of cost effective supply chain partners.
India is participating in the forthcoming Farnborough Airshow and Exhibition in
UK (July 11th–17th 2016) with a number of delegates from private and public sector
industries. SIATI and Aeromag wish the delegates to have useful interaction and
networking for technology & business development with mutual benefit.
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Thus Went the Rocket with
20 Satellites & India’s Pride
I

t was the launch of a rocket by Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) with the largest number of satellites,
20 to be precise. Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle(PSLV-34)
lifted off from Satish Dhawan in the morning of 22nd June and
successfully placed all the satellites in their respective orbits.
The total weight of the payload was 1288 kilograms with an
assortment of satellites for the India, its domestic universities,
and institutions and companies from Indonesia, Canada,
Germany and the United States, including a pathfinder satellite
for Google’s Terra Bella Earth observation division.
PSLV is the work horse and a money spinner of ISRO earning
thousands of dollars through its launches. Scientists of
ISRO have created various versions of this unique vehicle
to undertake different launches. This will continue until the
Geo Synchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle with its cryogenic
engines becomes fully operational. The latest version C-34,
145-foot-tall (44-meter), boosted by six strap-on motors packed
with 12 tons of solid propellant, took an unusual trajectory,
called a “dogleg” maneuver to avoid flying over Sri Lanka.
The first four boosters , the first stage motor , the second
stage’s liquid-fuelled Vikas engine second stage engine will
turn on to continue the trip to space, a third stage solid rocket
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motor and finally, and a twin-engine liquid-fuelled fourth
stage enabled the rocket to achieve its target of entering
into a polar orbit 505 kilometers above Earth.
On its 36th launch the PSLV carried 20 satellites with a
total weight of 1,288 kg.
Most annoying part of the mission for the rival spacefaring counties is that the cost of the PSLV C-34 is about ten
times less that of their budget for such a project.
These are the details of the payload in India’s premier
launch vehicle:
Primary payload, Cartosat-2: This Earth imaging craft to
feed high-resolution mapping data to various government
agencies with the sharpest-eyed satellite ever launched
by India, with the ability to resolve objects on the ground
as small as 60 centimeters.
This satellite727 weighing kilograms is similar to two
previous civilian crafts launched by India in 2008 and 2010,
but the payload aboard PSLV’s new flight will go into a
lower orbit than the earlier satellites, yielding improved
views of strategic targets around the world. It carries
visible cameras to capture black-and-white and colour
imagery during a five-year mission, according to ISRO.
The imagery sent by the satellite will be useful for
cartographic applications, urban and rural applications,
coastal land use and regulation, utility management like
road network monitoring, water distribution, creation of
land use maps, precision study, change detection to bring
out geographical and manmade features, and various
other Land Information System (LIS) and Geographical
Information System (GIS) applications, said ISRO.
Secondary payloads: This payload weighing 560 kg
includes 13 satellites from the United States, continuing a
trend of U.S. companies turning to India’s PSLV to haul up
small satellites. The first U.S.-made satellites launched on a
PSLV mission last year after a decade-long ban introduced
by the U.S. government to foster growth in the small
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satellite launch industry. The purpose of
the restriction, which is still in place, is to
keep foreign government-backed rockets
like the PSLV from snatching up payload
launch contracts in an unfair price
advantage with commercial launchers
developed in the United States.
The 13 satellites included the first
second-generation Earth observation
satellite for Terra Bella, a Google company
formerly known as Skybox Imaging. The
110 kilogram satellite, built in California’s
Silicon Valley by Space Systems/Loral, has
an Earth-viewing telescope to capture
less than three feet resolution imagery
and high-definition video clips as it sails
around the planet in orbit.
The craft is the first of 13 Terra Bella
SkySat satellites scheduled for launch
this year. Four more satellites are under
contract to Arianespace and six SkySats
will launch in October from Vandenberg
Air Force Base in California.
A dozen tiny Dove nano satellites were
also launched on the PSLV.
Built and owned by Planet, a venture
capital-financed company headquartered
in San Francisco, the Dove satellites are
about the size of a toaster oven, but
they are packed with camera gear and
processors to gather a nearly continuous
stream of high-resolution images. Planet
has launched more than 100 satellites
since 2013, primarily aboard resupply
ships heading to the International Space
Station, where the compact craft were
deployed from a pod outside the research
outpost.
Two Canadian satellites were also
stowed inside the PSLV’s nose cone for
launch. One of the spacecraft, called
M3MSat, has waited two years for a ride
into space. The 85 kilogram satellite was
supposed to launch in mid-2014 on a
Russian Soyuz rocket, but the Canadian
government pulled M3MSat from the
launch after Russia’s annexation of
Crimea. Canadian officials re-booked
M3MSat for an Indian launch in 2015.
Other Canadian payload on PSLV was a
demonstration satellite for GHGSat Inc., a
Montreal company which hopes to field
a fleet of small spacecraft to monitor
greenhouse gas output, supplying data to
corporate customers who want to manage
their emission rates. The company’s first
satellite, named GHGSat-D, is about the
size of a microwave oven.
The BIROS satellite developed by
DLR, the German Aerospace Centerin
PSLV is equipped with an infrared
detector to find forest fires. About the
size of a large suitcase, BIROS will fly
10

in formation with Germany’s TET 1
satellite launched in 2012 to conduct
tandem fire detection experiments as
part of DLR’s FireBIRD mission. An Earthobserving microsatellite named Lapan
A3 developed by Indonesia’s National
Institute of Aeronautics and Space was
also included in the PSLV’s multi-satellite
payload.
Two CubeSats built by Indian university
students also form the cargo, one
satellite each from Chennai’s Sathyabama
University and College of Engineering,
Pune. The 1.5 kg Sathyabamasat from
Sathyabama University will collect
data on green house gases while the
1 kg Swayam satellite from College of
Engineering, Pune will provide pointto-point messaging services to the HAM
radio community.
On April 28, 2008, PSLV-C9 had launched
10 satellites. Till date India has launched
57 foreign satellites successfully. In 2014,
Russia launched 37 satellites in a single
mission.
PSLV C-34, besides putting 20
satellites in orbit, performed two tricky
experiments of the same nature. Fifty
minutes after the satellites were injected
into the orbit from the fourth stage of the
vehicle, the rocket’s engine was re-ignited
for five seconds. Then it was shut down
for 50 minutes and re-ignited for another
five seconds.
ISRO mastered this complex manoeuvre
to put multiple satellites into different
orbits using the same rocket instead of
placing all the rockets in the same orbit.
ISRO had done this before also. On
December 16, 2015, after the PSLV-C29’s
fourth stage put six Singapore satellites
into the same orbit, ISRO re-started the
fourth-stage engine for four seconds.
Eight minutes after the PSLV-C34 took
off, the fourth stage engine restarted
taking the stage to an altitude of 514 km.
Engine was cut off 16 minutes and 30
seconds after the lift-off. Over the next 10
minutes, 20 satellites were injected into
the same orbit from the fourth stage, one
after another.
After each satellite was injected into
orbit, the vehicle was re-oriented and
the next satellite was put into orbit
with a varying velocity so that there was
sufficient distance between the satellites
which will avoid collision between them.
Then, after a huge gap of 3,000 seconds,
the fourth stage was re-ignited for five
seconds. Then, it was switched off for
another 3,000 second re-ignited for
another five seconds. Thus goes the
remarkable story.
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India’s Own Trainer
Aircraft Flies Out,
Parrikar Praises HAL

HAL’s Turnover Surges to Rs. 16524 Crores;
Record Production of Hawk,
All Su-30s Produced from Raw Material Phase

I

H

AL’s turnover has surged to Rs 16524 crores for the
Financial Year 2015-16. “It is all time high with PBT
standing at Rs 3210 crores for the year”, says Mr. T.
Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL. All 12 Su-30 MKI aircraft produced
during the year were from raw material phase while production
of 17 Hawk aircraft is the highest ever achieved in a year”, he said.
The production highlights of the year 2015-16 include 60
new aircraft and helicopters, overhauling of 229 aircraft and
helicopters, 94 new engines, 446 engines overhauled and supply
of 143 aerospace structures. On ‘Make in India’ front 2021 items
were indigenized which will result in FE savings of Rs 126 crores
annually. More than 300 imported systems and sub-systems have
been hosted on HAL’s website (Make in India section) to enable
private industries to take up indigenization.
HAL has made a contribution of Rs 4284 crores to the
Government as buyback of 25% of the share capital and free
reserves apart from paying a dividend of Rs 510 crores for FY 201516. The Company’s export stood at Rs 401 crores for the year.
The Company had achieved a turnover of Rs 15622 crores for FY
2014-15 and PBT of Rs. 3173 crores.
The past year was extremely good for the company with
several milestones coinciding with the Platinum Jubilee year
of H
 AL. These include starting of core engine run of 25 kN
engine, launching of new Design and Development of 1200
kW turboshaft engine, autonomous flight testing and maiden
flight of mini UAV and laying of the foundation stone for
HAL's new Helicopter manufacturing facility at Tumakuru in
Karnataka
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ndia’s dream of an indigenous
trainer aircraft became a reality as it
soared into the skies from the HAL
airport here. Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar witnessed the inaugural flight of
India’s own HTT 40 (Basic Trainer Aircraft
- BTA) designed and developed by HAL.
The aircraft was flown by Gp. Capt. C.
Subramaniam and Gp. Capt. Venugopal
for about 10-15 minutes in the clouded
skies.
Parrikar congratulated the team HAL
and said “the young team has taken a
calculated risk and they have flown the
aircraft within one year and kept their
assurance. The indigenous content on
HTT-40 is close to 80%. Almost 50%
of the components on HTT-40 are
manufactured by private players of
the Indian aerospace ecosystem. Here,
the role of private players and MSMEs
has been significant in the production
of parts. The IAF is positive in all these
developments”.
T. Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL, said “We are
extremely happy that the aircraft had a
flawless inaugural flight in the presence of
the Defence Minister. The project will now
go in full throttle as we aim to get the
aircraft certified in 2018. Towards this, HAL
will be manufacturing three prototypes
and two static test specimens”. It is
remarkable feat that the aircraft in its
inaugural flight carried out low speed
pass, a series of turns, high speed pass
and short-landing using reverse thrust
which is a unique feature available on this

engine-propeller combination, he added.
HAL launched the detail design of
the aircraft by earmarking its internal
resources in August 2013. The detailed
design phase was completed in May 2015
and from there it has taken only one year
to fly the first prototype. HTT-40’s first
prototype rolled out in February 2016 and
had its first flight in May the same year.
The aircraft will be primarily used for basic
flight training, aerobatics, instrument
flying and close-formation flights,
whereas its secondary roles will include
navigation and night-flying..
The project includes many first time
initiatives such as Digital Mock Up (DMU),
real time systems clash analyses, laser
tracking of assembly jigs, six degree of

freedom, mathematical model, complete
glass cockpit etc.
HTT-40 has been designed not only
to meet the current requirement of the
Indian Air Force but also it has provision
for role expansion to include weapons for
the trainer aircraft. It is a propeller-driven,
turbo-prop aircraft for stage-1 training
of rookie pilots, learning to fly their first
aircraft. After 80 hours of basic training
on the HTT-40, pilots move on to stage-2
training on the HAL-built Kiran Mark II jet
trainer.
Those selected to fly fighter aircraft
move on to stage-3 training on the Hawk
advanced jet trainer, after which they
graduate to frontline fighters in the IAF’s
combat squadrons.

Defence Minister Manohar
Parrikar sitting in the cockpit
of HTT 40. T. Suvarna Raju,
CMD, HAL also seen.
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SK Sharma, CMD, BEL

BEL
Tapping the Possibilities
and Creating Strategy

S

trategic electronics will be a key area
for public sector Bharat Electronics
Ltd (BEL) as it plans to pursue
business opportunities in solar energy,
homeland security and micro ATMs.
Giving the outlook for 2016-17, SK
Sharma, CMD, BEL, said, “In future we will
be producing specialised solar cells- space
grade solar cells. We are in talks with ISRO
and a manufacturing plant is likely to be
set up at BEL,”
“Strategies and action plans are in
place to face competition, maintain
technological edge and retain leadership
position in strategic electronics”, he
added. “We are already into electronic
warfare system, radars, surveillance
devices and so on for UAVs, that will be
our focus. We are currently working on
two-three programmes, including one
with the DRDO labs where we will provide
electronic pay loads for UAVs and variants
of that,” he said.
BEL ended 2015-16 with sales turnover of
7,522 crore, a growth of 12.35 per cent over
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the previous year’s 6,695 crore. Profit after
tax was 16.36-per cent higher at 1,358 crore
(1,167 crore). BEL achieved export turnover
of $85 million ($58 million).
In solar energy, the company is in talks
with ISRO to manufacture space grade
solar panels. “With our own funds, we
want to take up roof-top solar installations
in the country. In the last 2-3 three years
we have achieved 6-10 MW. We want to
take this on a bigger scale,” he added.
The company is exploring smaller plants
through government schemes. With a
capex of ₹600 crore, BEL plans a joint
investment with other defence PSUs
to build roof-top solar installations. In
2015-16, BEL, with a total capacity of 5.5MW wind energy plants, generated and
wheeled out 80 lakh units.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
Parameter
2014-15
(Audited)		
2015-16
(Audited)
Turnover (Rs.Cr)
6,695

7,522

Profit Before Tax (Rs.Cr)
Profit After Tax (Rs.Cr)
Export (US $ Million)
Turnover Per Employee
Value added per employee
Order Book Value (Rs.Cr)
(as on 1.4.2015)
(as on 1.4.2016)
Expenditure on R&D (Rs.Cr)

1,467
1,167
58
68.99 L
29.43 L
21,617
32,022

1,809
1,358
85
76.38L
33.49L

549

704

MAJOR ORDERS EXECUTED
Some of the significant orders executed
during the year include supply of the
following products / systems:
• Akash Weapon System (Indian Army &
Indian Air Force)
• 3-D Tactical Control Radar to Army
• Schilka Upgrade to Army
• Passive Night Vision Devices to Army
• Low Level Light Weight Radar to Air
Force
• Fire Control System to Navy
• Integrated Sonar Suite to Navy
• Ship Data Network to Navy
• New Generation Sonars to Navy

• L Band Surveillance Radar for Export
(Myanmar)

BEL Embarks on MICRO ATMs

NEW PRODUCTS
Some of the new products / systems
introduced during the year are:
• 3-D Surveillance Radar
• L-Band 2-D Air Surveillance Radar
• Coastal Surveillance Radar
• Software Defined Radio (Naval Version)
• Tactical Access Switch
• Advanced
Composite
Communication
System
• Citizen Verification Device
• Integrated Sonar Suite
• Integrated EW System for Mountain Terrain
• Laser Warning System
• Gunner Sight for T90 Tank

harat Electronics Ltd., a public sector
company has designed and developed
a micro ATM device which has multiple
uses. So far, BEL has secured orders for about
4,500 devices from Haryana to be used on a
pilot basis for its Public Distribution System.
Karnataka and Sikkim too have shown interest.
The micro ATM is looked at as an import
substitute due to its cost which is significantly
lower than the imported gadgets.
The BEL Micro ATM enables financial inclusion providing an online, portable, low-cost
payment platform for all types of card transactions using magnetic stripe card, contact
chip card and contactless chip card. Basic transactions such as deposit, withdrawal, funds
transfer and balance enquiry are supported with voice confirmation and print-out. The
Micro ATM supports Aadhaar based finger print verification. Online transaction is
supported using GSM, PSTN and Ethernet connection and location information is
supported by built-in GPS. Cash handling is done manually by bank representatives
after the online transaction is completed.
This device conforms to AEPS 1.5.1 standards for Micro ATM. It provides an
integrated design with biometric finger-print scanner, printer and secure keypad. It is
currently undergoing international certifications required for payment industry.

MAJOR ORDERS RECEIVED
During the year 2014-15, the Company
received many orders. Significant among
these orders include:
• Integrated Air Command Control System
• Weapon Locating Radar
• Hand Held Thermal Imager with LRF
• Ground Based Mobile ELINT
• Integrated Communication System
• USHUS
• Electronic Fuze
• Armoured Engineer Reconnaissance Vehicle
• Shakti System for P71
EXPORT PERFORMANCE
• Achieved Export sales of US $ 85 Million
against US $ 57.85 Million during previous
year
• Indigenously developed Naval Surveillance

B

Salient features
• Robust portable device with innovative design
• Integrated thermal printer, secure keypad
• Dual smart cards for BC operators and consumers authentication
• Also supports magnetic stripe and contactless cards
• Finger print scanner confirming to UIDAI biometric specification
• Dual SIM keeps transactions moving and offers the ability to connect to networks
with different service providers
• Built-in GPS helps to track the location of every transaction to more efficiently
manage and record operations
• Multiple network connectivity with GPRS, PSTN and Ethernet
• Supports on-line and off-line transactions
• PCI-PTS Ver 4.xx and EMV certifiable (Certification under progress)
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Radar was exported for the first time
• Other products include TI Based
Electro Optic Fire Control Systems,
CoMPASS, Electronic Voting Machine,
Communication Equipment, Radar
Warning
Receiver
and
ElectroMechanical parts
• Export order book of US $ 120 Million
as on April 1, 2016; includes Offset order
book of US $ 14 Million
• Excellence in Exports under the
category “Electronics & Communication
(excluding IT / BT) - Medium and Large”
from the Government of Karnataka
during last 5 consecutive years
BUSINESS INITIATIVES
• New Defence Systems Integration
Complex at Anantapur District to
expand the Missile Systems Business
• Strategic alliances with Defence labs,
OFB and global OEMs for emerging
businesses
• Emphasis on in-house R&D as well as
collaborative R&D
• Thrust on exports and offsets. Focus
is on Build to Print, Build to Spec and
Buyer Nominated Equipment
• Plans to diversify / expand business in
both Defence and non-Defence sectors
R&D INITIATIVES
• 3-year R&D Plan for 2016-19 released
with additional data on collaborative
R&D efforts
• 12 patent applications filed
• 98 technical papers published by R&D
engineers in national and international
journals
• Control Electronics R&D group formed
to address Missile Electronics Business
• Software group at Chennai accredited
with CMMi Level 3
• R&D focus centered around indigenous
product / systems development to meet
requirement of new IDDM category in
DPP 2016
MANUFACTURING INITIATIVES
• Additional Test Bed Facility at Bengaluru
for Missile and Weapon System
Integration
• Near Field Test Range and EMI / EMC
Test Facilities for High Tech Radars at
Ghaziabad
• State-of-the-art Additive Manufacturing
Facility set up at Bengaluru for product
development with reduced cycle time
• X-ray inspection facility at Chennai for
Testing of high end / complex Printed
Circuit Boards
• Environmental
Stress
Screening
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Chamber at Chennai Unit
QUALITY INITIATIVES
• All Units / SBUs certified for ISO 90012008 QMS & ISO 14001-2004 EMS
standards
• Seven Units / SBUs certified for AS 9100
Aerospace standard
• Central Software Department Group
at Bengaluru Complex is CMMi level 5
certified
• New ‘Quality Recognition Award’
instituted from 2015-16 to recognize the
efforts in achieving excellence
• Six Sigma projects, Suggestion Scheme
and Quality Control Circles take BEL’s
Quality movement forward
• 156 engineers qualified as CRE (Certified
Reliability Engineers) and 39 engineers
were certified as CQE (Certified Quality

Engineers) by American Society of
Quality (ASQ)
• 84
PMPs
(Project
Management
Programs) were certified by Project
Management Institute during 2015-16
MAKE IN INDIA INITIATIVES
• 86% of Sales Revenue from Indigenous
technology
• 40% of input materials sourced from
Indian Private Industries
• BEL is focusing more on core areas
and R&D, all non-core areas are being
outsourced to Indian Industries
including MSMEs
• Long-term Outsourcing & Indigenization
Policy has been released
• Nodal officers for Outsourcing & Vendor
development nominated
• Annually around 800 new indigenous
vendors are added
• Procurement from MSMEs has been
increased to 20% during 2015-16 as
against 8% during 2014-15
• SOP for use of BEL’s Test facilities by
Private entities is uploaded on our
website (www.bel-india.com)
HR INITIATIVES
• Companywide per capita training man
days for 2015-16 is 4 as against 3.5 in
2014-15
• Structured Executive Development
programmes at premier institutes

• Change Management Program and
Executive coaching for senior executives
• Programmes on Enterprise Risk
Management, Outbound Learning,
Strategy Building, Strategic Innovation
and Competitive Intelligence
• Advanced Management Programme for
General Managers
• Launched
Gender
Sensitisation
Programme (SAMMAN) and Women
Leadership Workshop (DEEPSHIKHA)
ENVIRONMENTAL INITIATIVES
• All 9 Units ISO 14001 and ISO 9001-2008
certified
• Bangalore Complex and Ghaziabad
Units certified for OHSAS 18001: 2007
• Well-established
Environmental
Management System with pollution
control
measures,
waste
water
treatment, zero effluent discharge,
rainwater
harvesting,
energy
conservation, and disposal of hazardous
waste
• With a total capacity of 5.5 MW wind
energy plants, 80 Lakh units generated
has been wheeled during 2015-16
• Expected generation by additional 8.4
MW plant is about 180 Lakh units
• Expected green energy generation
during 2016-17 is about 260 Lakh units
• Incorporation of Green Building concept
has been introduced in all new buildings,
and all future buildings will meet Green
Rating for Integrated Habitat Assessment
(GRIHA) rating compliance
• BEL has taken up sustainable
development projects in the areas of air
conditioning, air compressor, lighting
management system, natural daylight
harvesting
OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE
• BEL will continue its indigenisation
efforts in keeping with ‘Make in India’
initiative
• Radars,
Missile
Systems,
Communication & Network Centric
Systems, Tank Electronics, Gun
Upgrades, Electro-Optic Systems and
Electronic Warfare & Avionics Systems
to drive BEL’s growth
• Capacity enhancement and creation of
new test facilities for Defence business
• Company
pursuing
business
opportunities in Solar Energy, Homeland
Security, Smart Cards and Telecom
• Strategies and action plans in place
to
face
competition,
maintain
technological
edge
and
retain
leadership
position
in
strategic
electronics
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Civil Aviation Policy: Fly for All
covering 22 areas of the Civil Aviation
sector. Salient features are discussed in
detail in the policy document.

Ashok Gajapathi Raju,
Civil Aviation Minister

W

hen the first integrated Civil
Aviation Policy in India is
announced,
regional air
connectivity becomes the centre-piece
of it. Declaring the policy, the Minister of
Civil Aviation Shri P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju
said that the policy aims to take flying
to the masses by making it affordable
and convenient. Other aims of the policy
included
establishing an integrated
eco-system which will lead to significant
growth of the civil aviation sector to
promote tourism, employment and
balanced regional growth, enhancement
of regional connectivity through fiscal
support and infrastructure development
and ease of doing business through
deregulation, simplified procedures and
e-governance.
The policy is very comprehensive,
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Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS)
This scheme will come into effect in
the second quarter of 2016-17. Airfare
has been fixed at about Rs2500 per
passenger for a one-hour flight. This will
be implemented through:
•     Revival of airstrips/airports as No-Frills
Airports at an indicative cost of Rs.50
crore to Rs.100 crore
•   Demand driven selection of Airports/
airstrips for revival in consultation with
State Govts and airlines
• Viability Gap Funding(VGF) to airline
operators
• RCS only in those states which reduce
VAT on ATF to 1% or less, provide other
support services and 20% of VGF
Stakeholders are expected to provide
certain concessions by way of:
• Exempting airport charges
•    Reducing Service tax on tickets (on 10%
of the taxable value) for 1 year initially
•      Reducing Excise duty at 2%   on ATF
picked at RCS airports
•     State government   providing  
police and fire services free of cost.
Power, water and other utilities at
concessional rates
Regional Connectivity Fund will be
created for VGF through a small levy per
departure on all domestic flights other
than Cat II/ Cat IIA routes, RCS routes and
small aircraft below 80 seats at a rate as
decided by the Ministry from time to
time. VGF will be shared between MoCA
and State Governments in the ratio of

80:20. For the North Eastern States, the
ratio is 90:10
Route Dispersal Guidelines (RDG)
Category I to be rationalized based on
a transparent criteria, i.e., flying distance
of more than 700km, average seat factor
of 70% and above and annual traffic of 5
lakh passengers. The percentage of Cat.I
traffic to be deployed on Cat.II, and IIA
will remain the same while for CATIII it
will be 35%. Routes to Uttarakhand and
Himachal Pradesh included in Category
II. Revised categorization will apply from
winter schedule of 2017. Review of routes
will be done by MoCA once in every 5
years. Withdrawal or revision of domestic
operations to and within North East
Region etc, subject to full compliance of
RDG, can be done under prior intimation
to MoCA at least three months before
withdrawal or revision of the service.
5/20 Requirement
•      Replaced with a scheme which
provides a level playing field
•   All airlines can now commence
international operations provided that
they deploy 20 aircraft or 20% of total
capacity (in term of average number of
seats on all departures put together),
whichever is higher for domestic
operations
Bilateral Traffic Rights
•     GoI will enter into ‘Open Sky’ ASA on a
reciprocal basis with SAARC countries
and countries located beyond 5000
km from Delhi
•     For countries within 5000 km radius,
where the Indian carriers have
not utilised 80% of their capacity

entitlements but foreign carriers /
countries have utilised their bilateral
rights, a method will be recommended
by a Committee headed by Cabinet
Secretary for the allotment of
additional capacity entitlements
•    Whenever designated carriers of India
have utilised 80% their capacity
entitlements, the same will be
renegotiated in the usual manner.
Ground Handling Policy
The Ground Handling Policy/ Instructions/
Regulations will be replaced by a new
framework:
• The airport operator will ensure that
there will be three Ground Handling
Agencies (GHA) including Air India’s
subsidiary/JV at all major airports as
defined in AERA Act
• At non-major airports, the airport
operator to decide on the number of
ground handling agencies, based on
the traffic output, airside and terminal
building capacity
• All domestic scheduled airline
operators
including
helicopter
operators will be free to carry out selfhandling at all airports through their
regular employees
• Hiring
of
employees
through
manpower supplier or contract
• Workers will not be permitted for
security reasons

opportunities of city side land
• AAI to be compensated in case a new
greenfield airport is approved in future
within a 150 km radius of an existing
unsaturated operational AAI airport
(not applicable to civil enclaves)

Airport PPP/AAI
• Encourage development of airports by
AAI, State Governments, the private
sector or in PPP mode
• Future tariffs at all airports will be
calculated on a ‘hybrid till’ basis, unless
specified otherwise in concession
agreements.30% of non-aeronautical
revenue will be used to cross- subsidise
aeronautical charges
• Increase non-aeronautical revenue
by better utilisation of commercial

• Separate regulations for helicopters
will be notified by DGCA after due
stakeholder consultation
•   MoCA to coordinate with Govt
agencies and other helicopter
operators to facilitate Helicopter
Emergency Medical Services
• Helicopters will be free to fly from
point to point without prior ATC
clearance in airspace below 5000 feet
and areas other than controlled or
prohibited or restricted airspace

Aviation Security, Immigration and
customs
• sMoCA will develop ‘service delivery
modules’ for aviation security,
Immigration, Customs, quarantine
officers etc in consultations with
respective Ministries/Departments
• Allow Indian carriers to provide
security services to other domestic
airlines subject to approval of BCAS
• Encourage use of private security
agencies at airports for non- core
security functions to be decided in
consultation with MHA
• Such agencies should be registered
under the Private Security Agencies
(Regulation) Act, 2005 and will also be
separately accredited by BCAS
• Subject to minimum benchmarks
being met, security architecture at the
different airports will be proportionate
to the threat classification and traffic
volume.
Helicopters and Charters I

• Airport charges for helicopter
operations will be suitably rationalized
•   Existing policy of allowing Inclusive
tour package charters will be further
reviewed to include more categories
of passenger charter flights recognised
globally.
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
The MRO business of Indian carriers
is around Rs 5000 crore, 90% of which
is currently spent outside India. In the
budget for 2016-17, customs duty has
been rationalised and the procedure for
clearance of goods simplified. Further
incentives proposed in the policy to give
a push to this sector:
• MoCA
will
persuade
State
Governments to make VAT zero- rated
on MRO activities
• Provision for adequate land for MRO
service providers will be made in all
future airport/heliport projects where
potential for such MRO services exists
•   Airport royalty and additional charges
will not be levied on MRO service
providers for a period of five years
from the date of approval of the policy
Aviation Education and Skill Building
Estimated direct additional employment
requirement of the Civil Aviation Sector
by 2025 is about 3.3 lakh . All training in
non licensed category will conform to
National Skill Qualification Framework
standards. MoCA will provide full support
to the Aviation Sector Skill Council and
other similar organisations/agencies for
imparting skills for the growing aviation
industry . There are nearly 8000 pilots
holding CPL but who have not found any
regular employment. MoCA will develop a
scheme with budgetary support for Typerating of Pilots. The detailed scheme will
be worked out separately.
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Bavaria

Gateway to Central
and Eastern Europe

B

avaria, the largest State of Germany
is one of the most powerful
economies in Europe with a gross
domestic product (GDP) of € 521 billion
Euro (2015). The per-capita GDP of € 38.429
is significantly higher than the German or
European average (as of 2015). Bavaria is
the most dynamic amongst the European
markets with the highest purchasing power
in the world.
Bavaria is Europe’s 7th largest economy
and commands a pre-eminent position
within Germany and it is located in the
heart of the European Economic Area and
also acts as a gateway to the large South
East and East European markets with its 500
million consumers. Bavaria is a place where
international companies converge and
meet to shape the sustainable energy and
mobility future, where factories are smart
and technology driven, innovative, new
and profitable value propositions are being
created.
Bavaria is often been referred as the ‘High
Tech Mecca of Europe’ with almost one
quarter of German DAX companies located
in Bavaria and boasted of the marquee
names across the industry verticals with
internationally renowned enterprises,
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including, BMW, Siemens, Audi, Allianz,
Infineon, Puma AG, Adidas AG, MAN and
many more are headquartered in Bavaria.
Aerospace in Bavaria:
Bavaria is one of the leading high-tech
regions in Europe and the aerospace
sector has always been a major focus
of the Bavarian State Government.
Annually around 7 billion € in revenues
are generated in the aerospace

manufacturing sector. More than 60,000
employees are working in around 550
companies in Bavaria – including airlines
and airports.
World leading OEMs such as Airbus
Defence and Space, Airbus Helicopters
Germany and MTU Aero Engines are
headquartered in Bavaria. Tier 1 suppliers

such as Diehl Aerospace, Premium
Aerotec and Liebherr Aerospace have
already chosen Bavaria as one of their
main business sites.
In addition, a substantial number of niche
suppliers, market leaders in their respective
fields, such as FAG Aerospace, EME,
ESG, IABG, Leistritz or Telair characterize
the aerospace cluster in Bavaria.
Manufacturing of systems and subsystems
in aviation, space, defence and security,

UAV (unmanned aerial vehicles) as well as
top quality engineering services enjoy a
long tradition in Bavaria. Bavaria is one of
a few regions worldwide with the entire
value added chain from basic research,
industrial research and development,
via prototyping and manufacturing to
maintenance, repair and overhaul. The

innovation-friendly economic policy offers
extensive development programmes and
initiatives – like, for example, the Cluster
Initiative or Bavarian funding for aerospace
applications.
Aerospace cluster:
In the scope of the State Government’s
cluster initiative the Bavarian aerospace
cluster bavAIRia e.V. was established as
a network for all players involved in the
aerospace sector. Situated right next to
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in
Oberpfaffenhofen near Munich, bavAIRia
is well connected to many potential
customers, suppliers and partners across
the aerospace supply chain in Bavaria and
beyond. Especially small and medium size
companies benefit from its services. The
main task of bavAIRia e.V. is to stimulate
aerospace
innovation,
technology
development and growth by networking
processes between industry, research,
development institutions and policy
makers.
bavAIRia’s strong commitment and
international
orientation
traverses
national
borders
and
enables
international business and cluster co-

operations in Europe, America and Asia.
It regularly welcomes foreign delegations
or supports Bavarian delegations abroad.
The cluster also takes part in international
aerospace
fairs,
uniting
Bavarian
companies and expertise under a
common roof. The Bavarian cluster policy
also supports branches and technologies
with close connections to the aerospace
industry. For more information please
visit www.bavAIRia.net or www.clusterbayern.de.
Bavaria and India
Around 70 Indian companies have set
up their offices in various cities of Bavaria
for easy access to the entire European
region. India has also steadily gained
importance as a market for Bavarian
exports. Bavaria is also home to a strong
Indian community with more than 7000
Indians living in Bavaria and more than 70
Indian Restaurants in Munich alone.
Invest in Bavaria – India Office
The State of Bavaria India Office, ‘Invest
in Bavaria’ which was established in
Bangalore in the year 2001 is the special
division within the department of the

Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs
and Media, Energy and Technology. This
business promotion agency is the central,
single-stop, point of contact within the
Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs for
all companies interested in setting up and
expanding business units in Bavaria.
We are a global agency which acts locally,
providing services tailored to meet potential
investors’ individual project requirements.
Our comprehensive range of free business
advisory and project support services help you
to smoothen the path of easier investments.
Our team supports Indian companies by
providing information, location analysis, data
support and a professional network in the
business and government area.
For further details, please contact:John Kottayil
Executive Director
State of Bavaria India Office
Invest in Bavaria –
Prestige Meridian 2, 12th Floor, Unit
1201, 30 MG Road, Bangalore – 560001
Tel.: +91-80-40965025 / 26
Fax:+91-80-40965027
Email: john.kottayil@invest-in-bavaria.in
Web: www.invest-in-bavaria.com
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Brahmos
firepowers Sukhoi
aircraft for IAF

Israel’s Minister of Defense Avigdor
Liberman views the cockpit of the first
Israeli Air Force (IAF) F-35A Lightning
II, known as the “Adir,” meaning “Mighty
One” in Hebrew, at the Lockheed Martin
F-35 production facility in Fort Worth,
Texas, June 22. (Lockheed Martin photo
by Beth Steel)

Lockheed Martin and Israel celebrate
rollout of Israel’s First F-35 ‘Adir’

I

sraeli and U.S. government leaders
joined Lockheed Martin to celebrate
the rollout of the first Israeli Air
Force F-35A Lightning II, marking a major
production milestone for the future of
Israel’s national defense.
“Israel is proud to be the first country
in the area to receive and operate it,” said
Avigdor Liberman, Israel’s Minister of
Defense. “The F-35 is the best aircraft in
the world and the choice of all our military
leadership at its highest level. It is clear
and obvious to us and to the entire region
that the new F-35, the Adir, will create real
deterrence and enhance our capabilities
for a long time.”
Brig. Gen. Tal Kelman, IAF Chief of Staff
said, “As a pilot who has flown more than
30 years in a great variety of aircraft, I had
the privilege of flying the F-35 simulator
in Fort Worth and it was like holding
the future in my hands. The unique
combination of split-edge technology,
lethality and the amazing man-machine
interface will lead the world to the fifth
generation.”
Joining the Minister at the ceremony,
attended by more than 400 guests from
government, the military and industry,
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were the Honorable U.S. Ambassador
to Israel Daniel Shapiro; Minister
Tzachi Hanegbi of Israel’s Office of the
Prime Minister; Heidi Grant, Deputy
Under Secretary of the U.S. Air Force
for International Affairs; Lt. Gen. Chris
Bogdan, F-35 Program Executive Officer,
Texas Governor Greg Abbott, and Texas
State Congressman Craig Goldman.
“We’re honored to partner with Israel
and help strengthen the deep and
lasting partnership between our two
nations,” said Marillyn Hewson, Lockheed
Martin Chairman, President and CEO
at the ceremony. “The F-35 will help
Israel remain a beacon of strength and
stability in the region and support a safe
and secure homeland for generations to
come.”
Israel’s F-35, called Adir – which means
“Mighty One” in Hebrew – will be a
significant addition to maintaining Israel’s
qualitative military edge in the Middle
East region, with its advanced capability
to defeat emerging threats, including
advanced missiles and heavily-defended
airspace. The F-35 combines advanced
low observable stealth technology with
fighter speed and agility, fully fused

sensor information, network-enabled
operations and advanced sustainment
support.
Israel’s program of record is 33 F-35A
Conventional Take Off and Landing, or
CTOL, aircraft, acquired through the
U.S. government’s Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) program. Israel’s contribution to the
F-35 program includes Israel Aerospace
Industries F-35A wing production; Elbit
Systems Ltd. work on the Generation III
helmet-mounted display system, which all
F-35 pilots fleet-wide will wear; and Elbit
Systems-Cyclone F-35 center fuselage
composite components production.
Three distinct variants of the F-35 will
replace the F-16 Fighting Falcon and A/
OA-10 Thunderbolt II for the U.S. Air
Force, the F/A-18 Hornet for the U.S. Navy,
the F/A-18 and AV-8B Harrier for the U.S.
Marine Corps, and a variety of fighters
for at least 11 other countries. Following
the U.S. Marine Corps’ July 2015 combatready Initial Operational Capability (IOC)
declaration, the U.S. Air Force and U.S.
Navy intend to attain service IOC this
year and in 2018, respectively. More than
170 delivered F-35s have flown more than
60,000 flight hours, fleet-wide.

B

rahMosAerospace
successfully
demonstrated the integration
of world’s most formidable
supersonic
cruise
missile
system
BRAHMOS on Su-30MKI frontline strike
fighter of the Indian Air Force (IAF).
The demonstration flight, carried
out at HAL Nasik, involved carriage of
BRAHMOS weapon on the long-range
Sukhoi-30 fighter, giving a major fillip to
the BRAHMOS air-launched flight test
programme.
With this successful flight, the Brahmos
air version programme now inches closer
towardsactual test firing when a 2.5-ton
BRAHMOS air-to-ground missile will be
fired from the Sukhoi-30 in the coming
months.
The flight took place in the presence
of Shri T Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL , Shri
Sudhir Kumar Mishra CEO & MD, BrahMos
Aerospace & Shri Daljeet Singh CEO
HAL Nasik. Dr. S Christopher, Secretary,

DRDO congratulated the team. He has
continuously motivated and guided the
BrahMos team to achieve the design
capability of the Brahmos airborne
missile system and personally reviewed
engineering activities. Shri. S K Mishra,
, congratulated the Joint team of HAL,
DRDO, IAF & BrahMos for achieving
this technological feat which will go
down in the history as first in the World
combination of supersonic cruise missile
with a long range fighter aircraft. He
further noted the immense contribution
of Mr. V S N Murthy, PD (BrahMos), and
the three Deputy PDs – Gp. Capt. M K
Srivastava, Gp. Capt. S Mondal, and Gp.
Capt. K N Santosh for the BRAHMOS air
version programme.
The Indian Air Force is elated at the
enhanced firepower and range this deadly
combination of Su-30 with BRAHMOS will
provide to them.
The powerful missile will enable the

IAF penetrate deep inside the enemy
territory to deliver a deadly blow to their
vital installations from stand-off ranges.
The integration brings a paradigm shift
in the capability of the IAF vis-à-visits
adversaries.
The Su-30-BRAHMOS combination will
carry out air combat operations within
and beyond visibility range and will
provide the IAF with the capability of
attacking targets protected by powerful
air defence assets.
Integration of BRAHMOS with the Su30MKI will render the weapon a multiplatform capability while making the IAF
the only Air Force in the world in procession
of a supersonic cruise missile system.
This flight trial has been keenly observed
by several other nations in the world in
possession of the Su-30 strike fighter who
are looking towards acquiring a lethal
weapon system for the Russian-made
warplanes.
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Admiral Sunil Lanba assumes
command of Indian Navy

A

dmiral Sunil Lanba, a Navigation and Direction
specialisthas assumed Command of the Indian Navy, as
the 23rd Chief of the Naval Staff on 31 May 16.
,Admiral Lanba served as the Navigation and Operations
Officer onboard numerous ships in both the Eastern and Western
Fleets. His nearly four decades of experience includes tenure at
sea, ashore at various Headquarters,Operational and Training
establishments as well as tri-services institutions. His sea tenure
includes command of INS Kakinada, a specialised Mine Counter
Measure Vessel, INS Himgiri, the indigenous Leander class
Frigate, INS Ranvijay, a Kashin class destroyer and INS Mumbai,
the indigenous Delhi class destroyer. He has also been the
Executive Officer of the aircraft carrier, INS Viraatand the Fleet
Operations Officer of the Western Fleet.
An alumnus of the National Defence Academy, Khadakwasla,
Defence Services Staff College,Wellington, College of Defence
Management, Secundrabad and Royal College of Defence
Studies, London, Admiral Lanba’s career has been enriched with
his vast experience at sea, training, operational and tri-services
tour of duty both within India and with international navies.
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As a Training Officerat the National Defence Academy,
Directing Staff at the College of Defence Managementand as
the Commandant of the National Defence College, Admiral
Lanba has been deeply engaged with professional training,
shaping future leadership and skilling of the officers of the Indian
armed forces.Whilst being part of the Flag Officer Sea Training
Organisation at the Local Workup Team(West), he sharpened the
combat skills of the Western Naval Command.
On elevation to flag rank, Admiral Lanba has held several
significant capacity and capability assignments for the Navy.
He was responsible for transformation in training methodology
for the future Indian Navy as the Chief of Staff, Southern Naval
Command. The Admiral thereafter, took on the mantle of the
Flag Officer Sea Training, where he ushered changes to enhance
battle effectiveness of ships and rationalised combat manning
onboard. Later, he took over command of the vital Maharashtra
and Gujarat Naval Area as the Flag Officer Commanding
Maharashtra and Gujarat Naval Area and implemented
significant coastal security initiatives along with multiagency
co-ordination mechanisms that have since ensured safe seas and
coastal areas.
On promotion asVice Admiral, he has beenthe Chief ofStaff,
Eastern Naval Command, andCommandant of theNational
Defence College. As the Vice Chief ofNaval Staff, hestreamlined
the frame work for transformation of Indian Navy’s combat
capabilities and infrastructure development as well as triservices initiatives towards enhancing integration and jointness.
Prior to taking over as the Chief of the Naval Staff, Admiral Lanba
has been the Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief of the Southern
and Western Naval Commands, wherein he provided impetus to
training and skill development, synergising combat operations,
coastal security, safety and infrastructure development along
the Western seaboard and in the Lakshadweep and Minicoy
islands.
Heis a recipient of Param Vishist Seva Medal and Ati Vishist Seva
Medal for meritorious service and is also the Honorary Aide-deCamp to the President of India.

New FDI Norms Expected to
Create More Capital and Jobs

T

he new liberalised policy on
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
announced by the Govt. of India
is expected to provide a major boost
to employment and job creation in
the Country. The decision to allow FDI
launched a second wave of FDI reforms
allowing 100 percent inflows in civil
aviation and food processing sectors
while also easing norms in defence and
pharmaceuticals.
This decison was taken at a high-level
meeting chaired by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
Present rules in defence allow 49
percent of foreign ownership in the
equity of a domestic company. For higher
percentages,
government
approval
was required on a case-by-case basis
as officials weigh the impact of foreign
owners commanding access to ‘state-ofart’ technology in the country.
In the last 24 months only a few crores
of Indian Rupees worth FDI in defense
manufacturing has entered India. This
has not gone in consonance with the
‘Make in India’ policy announced by the
Prime minister recently.
Change was absolutely necessary
and in defence this has been made
to encourage original equipment
manufacturers
(OEMs)
to
make
investments
and
reach
foreign
participation greater that 49 percent.
Until now, overseas defense companies
are not investing in India’s defense
industry through the FDI route. India’s

Defense Minister Manohar Parrikar told
Parliament last month that only $0.16
million had been invested via the FDI
route since 2014.
The development also assumes
significance as French defence major
DCNS has approached the government
with a 100 per cent FDI proposal in
the sector. DCNS wants make its Air
Independent Propulsion (AIP) systems for
submarines in India.
The present FDI policy on Airports
permits 100 per cent FDI under automatic
route in Greenfield Projects and 74 per
cent FDI in Brownfield Projects under
automatic route. FDI beyond 74 per
cent for Brownfield Projects is under
government route. It has now been
decided to permit 100% FDI under
automatic route in Brownfield Airport
projects. For Scheduled Air Transport
Service/ Domestic Scheduled Passenger
Airline and regional Air Transport Services,
it has now been decided to raise the limit
to 100 per cent with FDI up to 49 per cent
permitted under automatic route and FDI
beyond 49 per cent through Government
approval. For NRIs, 100% FDI will continue
to be allowed under automatic route.
However, foreign airlines would
continue to be allowed to invest in capital
of Indian companies operating scheduled
and non-scheduled air-transport services
up to the limit of 49% of their paid up
capital and subject to the laid down
conditions in the existing policy.
The condition of access to state-of-the-

art technology in India has been removed
in defence. In addition, for single-brand
retail trading companies undertaking
business with state-of-the-art technology,
the restriction of sourcing up to a certain
percentage of inputs locally has been
totally relaxed for three years, followed
by a partial relaxation for another five
years.
The stated objective of 100% FDI
and other relaxations is to promote
employment and improve infrastructure,
along with greater FDI inflows and the
ease of doing business in India. An official
statement said that with most sectors
coming under the automatic approval
route, India is now the most open
economy in the world for FDI.
While the latest FDI policy change will
certainly boost FDI inflows and increase
the ease of doing business in India, some
sources have expressed doubts whether
it will promote other more important
socio-economic objectives. They have
said that the new polcy might hurt
Indian industries. They also fear that
rather than promoting employment,
these FDI relaxations might accelerate
the ongoing trend of jobless growth and
rising inequality. With 100% FDI owned
commercial entities, a much greater
share of returns on investments will go
outside India, decided based on business
preferences of foreign owners. Therefore,
multiplier effects of financial returns on
the economy and employment will be
limited, they argue.
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Naval Institute ofAeronautical
Technology celebrates diamond jubilee

T

he Naval Institute of Aeronautical
Technology (NIAT), the premier
Aviation
technical
training
establishment of the Indian Navy
celebrated
Its 60th anniversary at Kochi.An
International Seminar on “Challenges
in Maintenance and Training of Fixed
and Rotary wing Naval Air Assets” along
with Industry Exposition (Aero-Expo)
showcasing emerging technologies
in field of Aviation and Marine was
conducted as part of the event and it was
inaugurated by Vice Admiral A R Karve
AVSM, Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Southern Naval Command.
A special day cover was also released
jointly by Vice Admiral A R Karve and
Smt. Sumathi Ravichandran, Post Master
General, Kochi for commemorating the
occasion.
The seminar was attended by senior
officers of Indian Navy and industry
representatives. A large number of
eminent speakers / academicians from
Indian Navy, DRDO, HAL, CEMILAC, DGCA,
and industry giants like M/S Boeing Ltd,
M/S Rolls-Royce ltd. participated and
presented their views.
NIAT, startedas the Naval Air Technical
School (NATS) in the wake of the

Chief of Air Staff Flew
LCA at Bangalore
The Chief of Air Staff Air Chief Marshal Arup Raha flew the
indigenously designed and produced Light Combat Aircraft
(Tejas) at HAL Bangalore.

induction of the amphibious Sea Land
aircraft in 1956, has grown and evolved
over the years and can be counted among
the premier training establishments of
the country. The growth of the Institute
has been rapid especially over the last
decade. The institute is recognised
as a ‘Centre for Aeronautical Science
and Technology’ by Cochin University’

with the offering of a host of academic
qualifications for courses conducted at
the institute such as MTech, BSc, and
Diploma in Aeronautics etc. The aim of
The Expo was to provide opportunity to
the Indian Defence Industry to showcase
their core technology and indigenization
capabilities in line with the ‘Make in India’
drive.

has established its supremacy in the World of supersonic cruise
missile.
The Flight conducted in one of the firing range in western sector
has met its mission parameters in a copybook manner. Meeting
all flight parameters the formidable weapon successfully hit and
annihilated the designated target, officials confirmed.
“I congratulate the Indian Airforce for successfully accomplishing
such a complex mission. BrahMos has proved its mettle once
again as the best supersonic cruise missile system in the world,”
Shri Sudhir Mishra, CEO & MD of BrahMos Aerospace, said.
Dr S Christopher,DRDO Chief and Secretary Defence R&D also
congratulated the Indian Airforce, BrahMos team and DRDO
scientists involved in the successful mission.

BrahMos reassured Reliability,
Consistency& Accuracy

A

n advanced version ofBrahMos land-attack supersonic
cruise missile system has been successfully test fired on
27th of May 2016 in the Western Sector by the Indian
Airforce.
The unique BrahMos weapon system on numerous occasions
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The Tejas has been designed by Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA) and produced by HAL at Bangalore. The aircraft
is an advanced fly by wire fighter aircraft with state of the art
avionics. The aircraft structure comprises of a large amount
(more than 50%) of composites and features a quadruplex
digital fly by wire control system.
The Air Chief Marshal carried out manoeuvers in the entire
flying envelope of the aircraft. He carried out simulated air to

PASEO of Sagem (Safran) :
a new optronic system for combat vehicle

air and air to ground attacks. He also assessed the advanced
modes of the radar and Helmet Mounted Display Sight (HMDs).
An ace fighter pilot himself, Air Chief Marshal Raha appreciated
the flying qualities of the aircraft. He congratulated the entire
team of ADA and HAL for their hard work in getting the LCA
program to this stage.
The series production of the Tejas aircraft has already
commenced at HAL Bangalore and the IAF intends to form
the first squadron of the LCA on 01 July 2016 The IAF has also
decided to place an order for an additional 80 Tejas in the
advanced LCA MK1A configuration.

The Chief of Air Staff Air
Chief Marshal Arup Raha
getting down from Light
Combat Aircraft (Tejas)
after a sortie in Tejas at
HAL Bangalore today.

The accuracy in mountain warfare mode was recently reestablished in a campaign conducted by the Indian Army in the
eastern sector last year and repeated last month.
This formidable missile system has empowered all three wings
of the armed forces with impeccable anti-ship and land attack
capability.
This model of JV has yielded results in shortest possible time and
has been well recognised by the Indian as well as armed forces
of many countries who are interested in acquiring this weapon
complex.

The Chief of Air Staff Air Chief
Marshal Arup Raha in LCA (Tejas) in
Light Combat Aircraft (Tejas) at HAL
Bangalore today.
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Booklet on Department of
Defence Production released

D

efence Minister Shri Manohar
Parrikar released a booklet
highlighting the efforts made by
Department of Defence Production in the
last two years in pursuance of self-reliance
in defence sector.
It is a compilation of the achievements
of the Department of Defence Production
in the field of indigenous production
of weapon systems/platforms and
policy initiatives undertaken in the past
two years. With the launch of ‘Make
in India’ portal in September 2014 by
the Government, the focus has been
to improve the business environment
by easing processes to do business,
encourage participation of Indian public
and private sector in defence production
and promote innovation and indigenous
development of equipment and weapon
platforms.
The booklet mentions a number of policy
initiatives which have been taken by the

Department of Defence Production like
relaxation in FDI Policy, providing Exchange
Rate Variation protection to Indian industry,
level-playing field to private sector in
terms of excise duty/custom duty at par
with public sector, liberalising licensing
policy and extending the validity of
Industrial Licensing to 15 years, streamlining
defence offset guidelines and restoring
services as an avenue for discharge of
offsets, facilitating exports by putting
Standard Operating Procedure for issue
of NOC and list of military stores in public
domain besides doing away with enduser certificate, revising Make Procedure
to promote design and development etc.
It mentions about Make in India Portal
for defence production which is a very
industry-friendly website covering all policy
procedural issues.
The booklet also talks about the Ordnance
Factories and DPSUs working under the
administrative control of Department

of Defence Production having not only
enhanced their production from Rs. 43,746
crore to Rs. 51,351 crore but have also
delivered many state-of-the-art platforms
to the Armed Forces. During the last two
years, exports have almost doubled and 119
industrial licences have been issued.
Other highlights are that all Naval ships
and submarines on order are being
constructed in Indian shipyards and
expenditure on capital procurement from
foreign vendors in the last two years has
come down from Rs. 35,082 crore to Rs.
22,422 crore.
A number of steps are being taken to
augment production capacity by DPSUs,
e.g. warship building capacity at Mazagon
Dock Ltd, infrastructure building for Mine
Counter Measure Vessel at Goa Shipyard
Ltd, new Helicopter manufacturing facility
at Tumakuru, second production line for
Dhruv at Kanpur, manufacturing capacity
for T-90 and PINAKA rockets.

Dr. CP Ramanarayanan, Distinguished Scientist,
has been appointed as the Director General of
Aeronautical Systems, DRDO and has assumed charge
with effect from 1st June 2016. The vacancy was created
subsequent to the superannuation of Dr. K Tamil Mani,
Distinguished Scientist.
Dr. CP Ramanarayanan, holding the post of Chief Controller
R&D (HR), has Ph.D. in Energy Systems from Jawaharlal
Nehru Technological University, Hyderabad. He served as
the Director of GTRE Bangalore & VRDE, Ahmednagar and
had served as Project Director for Thermal Propulsion
development for heavy & light weight torpedoes at NSTL,
Vishakhapatnam. A fellow of Institute of Engineers, he was
conferred “Scientist of the Year Award” in 2005.
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Aequs SEZ expands with
the addition of Metal
Processing Centre

A

equs further expands the
Aerospace
ecosystem
in
its Special Economic Zone
(SEZ)in Belgaum,which is India’s first
notified precision engineering and
manufacturing SEZ by signing a contract
with All Metal Services Limited (AMS), a
subsidiary of Reliance Steel & Aluminum
Co., to establish a metals service centre.
Thefacility will provide various
metals, including Titanium, Aluminium
and Steel, in various forms including
plate,sheet and tube and related
processing services for aerospace
industry applications. It is anticipated
that the 35,000 square foot facility will
be operational in first quarter of 2017.
Today aerospace companies source
material primarily from US and Europe
for their requirements. AMS’ facility at
the Aequs SEZ provides a local resource
for Indian and regional customers
to obtain specialty materials and
processing services.
Terry Stocker, Managing Director,
AMScommented, “AMS are excited to
announce establishment of our new
facility in India. We look forward to
providing the highest quality materials
and services to the important and
growing Indian aerospace market.”
Aravind Melligeri, Chairman and
CEO of Aequs noted, “This addition
of the AMS facility at Aequs SEZ is a
significant step towards increasing the
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in-country, value add for the aerospace
industry. With this addition, we will
have 21 operating units in total and over
600,000 square feet of manufacturing
space with in the SEZ.”
Aequs SEZ is India's first notified
precision
engineering
special
economic zone. It was started in 2009
and is spread across 250+ acres in
Belgaum, Karnataka. Aequs is among
India’s fastest growing precision
engineering companies specializing
in precision machining, sheet metal
fabrication, assembly, forging, and
special processing for the Aerospace,
Automotive, and Oil & Gas industries.
The company’s customers include
global industry leaders such as Airbus,
UTAS, Bosch, Eaton, Baker Hughes and
Halliburton. Aequs operates several
manufacturing facilities in India, US and
Europe. (www.aequs.com).
Established in 1974, All Metal Services
Limited (AMS) was acquired by Reliance
Steel & Aluminum Co. (www.rsac.com)
in August 2014. AMS stocks aluminium,
steel, titanium, nickel alloys and yellow
metals and specialty processing
services for the aerospace and defence
industries. From operating facilities in
the UK, France, China and Malaysia, AMS
offers materials management solutions
to leading OEM'S and their subcontractors on a global basis.( www.
allmetal.co.uk)

E

stablished in 1970, M’la Sales is
a reliable and trusted partner
for
cutting-edge
solutions
in machine tool accessories and
consumables.
For about a decade now, M’la is the sole
technology solution and sales provider
for HAINBUCH in India. Hainbuch GmbH
is a 65 year old German company that
pioneered the concept of high-precision,
quick change and modular collet chucks.
With clamping repeatability under 5
microns, we have over 200 satisfied
customers in India using our solutions for
O.D and I.D. clamping on turning centers
and machining centers.
Since 2015, we are representing
Bruckner for their range of centers
and face drivers in India. Since it was
established in 1918, Bruckner has been
the go to name world-wide for highprecision revolving and dead centers
and face drivers with 5 micron run-out
or lesser.
Apart from Hainbuch and Bruckner,
M’la is also a channel partner for WTO
GmbH for their live tool-holders for
turnmill centers and for YG-1 for their
entire range of cutting tools. In early
2002, M’la introduced YG-1 range of
products in India and has played a key
role in its success in the country.
Our technical team will be happy to
discuss with you any machining query
and recommend a sound solution,
standard or customized, to meet your
critical needs.
Contact:
sales@mla-sales.com; info@mla-sales.com
Ph: 020-6500 3776, 6500-2369

BEL, HAL sign MoU
for knowledge-sharing
Navratna Defence PSUs Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL) and
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for
co-operation and sharing of expertise and knowledge
to design, develop and manufacture advanced Defence
electronics systems for airborne applications in identified
areas.
The MoU was signed by Dr A T Kalghatgi, Director (R&D),
BEL, and Mr D K Venkatesh, Director (Engineering & R&D),
HAL, at New Delhi on May 24, 2016. Mr S K Sharma, CMD, BEL,
Mr T Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL, and other senior officials from
BEL and HAL were present.
BEL, India’s leading Defence electronics company, has had
a longstanding association with HAL, the country’s leading
aerospace company. The MoU will further strengthen

the collaborative efforts between the two organisations
for airborne Electronic Warfare systems, Electro Optical
equipment and other airborne sensors and electronic
equipment for various air platforms manufactured by HAL.
Mr S K Sharma, CMD, BEL, said: “BEL is pleased to be
associated with HAL and share the respective expertise and
competencies for the common objectives. I am sure such
efforts will lead to greater indigenisation and self-reliance
in Defence technologies. This collaboration will support the
‘Make in India’ mission.”
“The umbrella understanding includes sharing of expertise
in design, development, engineering and manufacturing
between HAL and BEL to develop and produce advanced
airborne communication, electronic warfare systems etc”,
said Mr T Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL.

Dr A T Kalghatgi, Director (R&D), BEL (fifth from left), and Mr D K Venkatesh, Director (Engineering & R&D), HAL, (fourth from left)
display the MoU documents signed between BEL and HAL in the presence of Mr S K Sharma, CMD, BEL (third from right), and Mr T
Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL (third from left), and other senior officers of BEL and HAL.
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Commissioning of Fast
Patrol Vessel ICGS Arush

T

he Indian Coast Guard ship
‘Arush’, the seventeenth in the
series of twenty fast patrol vessels
(FPVs), designed and built by M/S Cochin
Shipyard Limited, was commissioned
on 26 May at Kochi by the Coast Guard
Commander
(Western
Seaboard)
Additional Director General SPS Basra,
YSM, PTM, TM in the presence of the
Commander Coast Guard Region (West)
Inspector General K Natarajan, PTM,
TM, and other senior dignitaries of the
central and state govt.
The 50 meter indigenous FPV has
a displacement of 421 tons and can
achieve a maximum speed of 33 knots
with an endurance of 1500 nautical miles
at an economical speed of 13 knots. It is
equipped with state-of-the-art weaponry
and advanced communication and
navigational equipment which makes
her an ideal platform for undertaking
multifarious close-coast missions such
as surveillance, interdiction, search and
rescue and medical evacuation. The
special features of the ship include an
integrated bridge management system
(IBMS) and integrated machinery control
system (IMCS).
The ship has been named ICGS “Arush”,

literally meaning “first ray of sun”, and
will be based at Porbandar under the
administrative and operational control
of the Commander, Coast Guard Region
(North West). The ship is commanded
by Commandant PramodPokhriyal and
has complement of 04 officers and 33
enrolled personnel.
In his address during the commissioning
ceremony, the chief guest termed the
fast patrol vessels as the work horses of
coast guard. The flag officer also dwelt
upon the fast paced development of the
Indian Coast Guard and acknowledged
the efforts of coast guard to face the
emerging security challenges in the
maritime domain. He highlighted the
importance of coastal security in view
of the asymmetric threats from the sea
and emphasized the need for synergy in
cooperation amongst all stake holders
to ensure maritime safety in face of
nefarious designs.
Indian Coast Guard will be a 150 ships/
boats and 100 aircraft maritime force in
the next few years. In addition to these
operational assets, a coastal surveillance
network is being established with 46
stations to ensure real time coastal
surveillance.

DRDO Directors’ Conclave

T

he DRDO Directors’ Conclave 2016, an annual event of DRDO
was inaugurated by Secretary Defence R&D and Director General
DRDO Dr. S Christopherat Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Auditorium, Pashan,

Pune.
The objective of the two-day conclave, organized by ARDE, Pune, with
the theme ‘Productive DRDO’ was to evolve innovative methods and
procedures to synergize between DRDO Head Quarters, DG (Technology
Clusters) and various DRDO laboratories across the country.
In his inaugural address, Dr S. Christopher expressed the need
of innovative mechanisms for better coordination between the
Laboratories, DGs and Corporate headquarters to meet the 21st century
challenges of Defence R&D for protecting IPR issues of DRDO.He also
emphasized the paradigm shift for inclusive User-friendly & collaborative
Defence R&D with Industry & Academia to ensure a ‘Productive DRDO’.
Earlier, Shri PK Mehta, DG (ACE) welcomed the delegates, followed
by the theme address by Dr S Guruprasad, CC R&D (PC & SI). It was
attended by over 110 top Officials of DRDO including Directors General of
various Technology Clusters, Chief Controllers (R&D), Directors of DRDO
Laboratories, Corporate Directors of DRDO headquarters and IFAs.
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Liebherr Supplies
the Integrated Air Management
System for AN-132D

L

iebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS,
Toulouse (France) will supply
the integrated air management
system for Antonov’s new aircraft, the
AN-132D. Representatives from LiebherrAerospace and the Ukrainian aircraft
manufacturer signed the contract at ILA
Berlin Airshow.
Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS,
Liebherr’s center of excellence for air
management systems will design, supply
and service the air management system,
including the bleed air system, cabin
pressure control and anti-ice system, for
the first aircraftdemonstrator AN-132D.
The contract covers the delivery of the
systems for four aircraft used for flight
tests to Antonov Company’s facility in
Kiev (Ukraine).
The AN-132D airplane will be the first
prototype of the new AN-132 turboprop
light transport aircraft to replace the
regional aircraft AN-32 and AN-26. The
AN-132 program is realized by Antonov
Company in close cooperation with
the companies King Abdulaziz City for
Science and Technology (KACST) and
Taqnia Aeronautics Co., which are based
in Riad (KSA).
Liebherr-Aerospace also supplies the
cabin pressure control systems for the
AN-74 and AN-140, and the integrated
air management system for the AN148, AN-158 and the AN-178 prototype.
François Lehmann, Managing Director at
Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS, stated:
“The new contract for the AN-132D
is yet another proof of our successful
partnership with Antonov Company.”
Mykhaylo Gvozdov, President of
Antonov Company said: “We are proud

to cooperate with Liebherr-Aerospace.
Antonov Company and its partners from
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia appreciate
the participation of such world leading
suppliers in the AN-132 program. We are
sure,that our cooperation will result in a
reliable and competitive product”.
Liebherr-Aerospace & Transportation
SAS, Toulouse (France), is one of eleven
divisional control companies within
the Liebherr Group and coordinates
all activities in the aerospace and
transportation systems sectors.
Liebherr-Aerospace is a leading supplier
of systems for the aviation industry and
has more than five decades of experience
in this field. The range of aviation
equipment produced by Liebherr for the
civil and military sectors includes flight
control and actuation systems, landing
gear and air management systemsas
well as gears and gearboxes. These
systems are deployed in wide-bodied
aircraft, single aisle and regional aircraft,
business jets, combat aircraft, military
transporters, military training aircraft,
civil helicopters and combat helicopters.
Liebherr’s aerospace and transportation
systems division employs around
4,900 people. It has four aviation
equipment
production
plants
at
Lindenberg (Germany), Toulouse (France),
Guaratinguetá (Brazil) and Nizhny
Novgorod (Russia). These production
sites offer a worldwide service with
additional customer service centers
in Saline (Michigan/USA), Seattle
(Washington/USA), Montreal (Canada),
Hamburg (Germany), Moscow (Russia),
Dubai (UAE), Singapore and Shanghai
(People’s Republic of China).

Mykhaylo Gvozdov, President of
Antonov Company (left) and François
Lehmann, Managing Director of LiebherrAerospace Toulouse SAS, at the contract
signature ceremony at ILA Berlin Air
Show 2016
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CONTROP

Secures orders for High Definition EO/IR
Camera Payloads for Heli Upgrades

C

ONTROP Precision Technologies
Ltd, the Israel company specializing
in the field of electro-optics (EO)
and infrared (IR) defense and homeland
security solutions – announces the
winning of several orders for its DSP-HD
- High Definition EO/IR camera payloads
for helicopter upgrades. The systems
were recently supplied to several major
customers including installation on United
Nations (UN) Mi-17 helicopter, on the Mi24 helicopter, on the Bell 407, and on the
Eurocopter EC-145 helicopter. Furthermore,
the CONTROP QUAD-HD High Definition
Multi Sensor Payload was also supplied
recently to an undisclosed Asian customer
to be installed on Helicopters.
CONTROP's VP Marketing Mr. Johnny Carni
added that, "The recent orders were received
after a thorough evaluation process, where
our systems were selected due to their
outstanding
gyro-stabilization,image
qualityand very attractive and competitive
price. The systems' thermal imager with
a continuous zoom lens make them ideal
for day and night surveillance applications.
The new addition of the HD camera make
these reputable payloads an outstanding
solution for even the most challenging
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surveillance and observation requirements.
We offer these fully gyro-stabilized and low
weight camera payloads at very competitive
prices, providing an unmatched price/
performance ratio.”
CONTROP's DSP-HD Dual Sensor Payload
includes a Thermal Imaging Camera with
CONTROP's proprietary continuous zoom
lens and image enhancement features, a
Full High Definition (HD) Day Zoom Camera,
Full HD Daylight Spotter Channel and
optional Eyesafe Laser Range Finder (LRF)
or optional Laser Pointer. Alternatively, the
system may be offered with the unique
SWIR long range camera, in place of the Full

HD Daylight Spotter Channel.
CONTROP's QUAD-HD Lightweight Multi
Sensor Payload includes a Thermal Imaging
Camera with CONTROP's proprietary
continuous zoom lens and image
enhancement features, a high sensitivity
Color High Definition (HD) Zoom Camera,
optional Eyesafe Laser Range Finder (LRF),
optional Laser Illuminator or optional Laser
Pointer.
CONTROP is a world leader in EO/IR gyrostabilized camera systems for air, land, and
sea surveillance, defense and homeland
security applications. Established in 1988,
CONTROP’s
state-of-the-art
Thermal
Imaging Cameras with a Continuous Zoom
Lens and advanced Image Enhancement
algorithms provide proven reliable imaging.
CONTROP’s gyro-stabilized EO/IR Camera
Payloads are known worldwide for their
proven surveillance on SUAVs, UAVs,
A/C, helicopters and other airborne and
maritime platforms. CONTROP’s Automatic
Intruder Detection Systems are used around
the globe for security of borders, coastlines,
seaports and harbors by detecting
trespassers, swimmers, small boats, and
more - providing a “virtual fence” over water
or land.

ILA Berlin 2016 Soars to the
Technological Heights
T
he most important meeting place for the industry this
year in Europe Presented numerous innovations and
advanced technology Air Show and first appearances by
new aircraft delight the public Attendance by trade visitors and
the public totalling 1,50,000.
With its numerous innovations and advanced technology
the ILA Berlin Air Show 2016 demonstrates the capabilities and
achievements of all areas of the global aerospace industry. From
1st to 4th June, a wide range of the latest hi-tech products as
well as research and development projects were displayed by
the 1,017 exhibitors from 37 countries.
During this four-day event 1,50,000 trade visitors and members
of the public thronged the 2,50,000 square-metre Berlin
Expo Center Airport. About 200 aircrafts were featured in the
static and flying displays. For the professionals there were 50
congresses and conferences providing details about the latest
developments in the industry. Digitalisation and 3D printing,
Industry 4.0 and eco-efficiency were among the main themes
addressed by the conferences.
The many hi-tech products on view at the new Future Lab on

the stand of the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs provided
insights into the technological future of the aerospace industry.
The Startup Day was another new feature this year. This enabled
50 newly established companies to present their creative ideas
and business models which have the potential to benefit the
aerospace industry in the future.
Volker Thum, Chief Executive of the German Aerospace
Industries Association (BDLI)
“These four days have clearly shown that ILA 2016 is synonymous
with innovation and leadership in aerospace. It dealt selectively with
forward-looking topics in our outward looking industry, including
sustainability, digitisation, 3D printing and Industry 4.0. The past
four days have given a significant impetus to these advanced
areas, which our industry will be able to exploit in its efforts to
implement innovative developments in cutting edge technology. I
am particularly pleased with the entirely positive feedback from our
exhibitors from all over the world. The wide and varied programme
of flying displays provided impressive proof of the fascination
exerted by our products.”
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Modern Metals for heat treatment

M

Dr. Christian Göke, Chief Executive
Officer of Messe Berlin GmbH
“With its display of advanced
technologies and innovative products
ILA 2016 presented the capabilities
and achievements of all areas of the
global aerospace industry. Experts and
professionals were able to obtain a
comprehensive overview of the market
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and they held discussions in more than
50 conferences, workshops and seminars.
Once again this year the Berlin Air Show
enabled enthusiastic spectators to
experience the fascination of aviation and
the space industry in all their different
facets.”
Highlights of the flying display this year
included the new Airbus flagship, the

A350XWB, and the A320neo, fitted with its
new and more environmentally friendly
engines. The tanker and transport aircraft,
the Airbus A330 MRTT, made its debut at
the ILA. Visitors have been able to inspect
the world’s two largest commercial
aircraft, the Airbus A380 in Emirates livery,
and a Boeing 747-8 from the Lufthansa
fleet, on the ground. The Bluecopter
from Airbus Helicopters represents a

odern Metals India Pvt. Ltd is
a group company of Metals
India which is a professionally
managed organization allied with
high level of industry expertise in heat
treatment processes. Modern Metals
India is a young company powered to
introduce the modern and high end
technologies in the heat treatment and
metallurgical industry. This company
inherits the thoughts and vision of the
mother company, to be on the top line
of the heat treatment industry and meet
the customer demand thru technology,
knowhow and modern working styles to
keep up with the pace of the industry.
Modern Metals India introduces heat
treatment processes which are ecofriendly and technologies which offer
high reliability and reproducibility.
Modern Metals India is providing services
to all type of manufacturing industries.
Following processes for heat treatment
and surface treatment are available.
Hardening&Tempering
in
SQF

2. Vacuum Hardening 3. Vacuum
Carburizing
/
Vacuum
Brazing
Carbonitriding, 4. Nitriding - Gas Nitiding
5. Plasma/IONNitridng 6. Induction
Hardening 7. Cryogenic Treatment,
8. Solution Treatment 9. Vacuum Stress
relieving etc.
With our commitment to innovation
in heat treatment technology we have
made a mark and pioneered in the
commercial heat treating industry by
installing the most modern furnaces of
USA, GERMANY & Poland for advanced
heat treatment and surface treatment
processes.
Our equipment’s include vacuum

new generation of helicopters. One of
the big attractions was provided by
the demonstration flights of the Swiss
national team. For many years Patrouille
Suisse has been using the ILA for one of
its rare foreign appearances. There were
also breathtaking displays by individual
aircraft: a German air force Eurofighter,
a Mig-29 from the Polish Air Force and
a Chinook heavy lift helicopter from
Boeing. The highlight of the presentation
by the Bundeswehr was provided by the
various displays offering impressive proof
of the range of capabilities of military
aviation. T.H.O.R. from Airbus is the first
aircraft to be produced almost entirely
by 3D printing. Numerous unmanned
aerial systems (UAS) for civilian and
military use were also on show at ILA
2016. Multicopters were deployed in the
first Copter Race to be held at the show, in
which these miniature remote-controlled

aircraft flew around a course at speeds of
up to 100 kilometres per hour.
The International Suppliers’ Centre
ISC was the ideal marketing platform
for the entire supply industry – with
a substantial increase in international
involvement and the participation of
many more leading decision-makers
compared with the last ILA. One of the
main highlights was the Space Pavilion,
which provided trade visitors and the
public with graphic illustrations of the
benefits that space research offers
mankind. The new HeliLounge was
the main meeting place for the rotary
wing sector. In the mission pavilion the
Bundeswehr and the military aircraft
industry demonstrated the effective
cooperation that ensures the operational
capabilities of their aircraft. The German
Aerospace Center impressed trade visitors
and the public alike with the majority of its

hardening furnace ( Up to 3Ton gross
wt) of SECO-Warwick Poland, and
1000 kg of Ipsen USA Gas/ Plasma
Nitriding of Dies
from PLATEG
Germany (Capacity 4Ton). Cryogenic
treatment (196 below zero deg C) from
Cryogenic international USA, Induction
Hardening (40KW & 250KW), IPSEN
Sealed quench furnaces for various
normal heat treatment processes.
We have been serving the industry for
the past 3 decades. Our esteemed clients
are spread over a wide range of industries
viz. Automotive, Dies &Moulds, Cutting
Tools, Exports, Railways, Aero space,
Defense, Surgical, Plastics, Cement,
Earth Moving Equipments and other
Engineering industries.
Please visit our web site
www.modernmetalsindia.com
www.metalsindia. com
for detailed information.
Email: info@modernmetalsindia.com

fleet of research aircraft and details about
its full range of research projects. During
the two public days the ILA CareerCenter,
Germany’s largest aerospace job market,
was the main attraction for young people
with an interest in one of the many
exciting careers in aviation and the space
industry.
ILA 2016 was opened by Federal
Minister for Economics Sigmar Gabriel.
Representing the German cabinet,
Federal Defence Minister Dr. Ursula
von der Leyen and Federal Minister of
Transport Alexander Dobrindt paid visits
to the ILA. High-ranking delegations
from Germany and around the world
also attended the show. 3,300 journalists
from 50 countries obtained accreditation
for the ILA Berlin Air Show 2016. ILA 2016
was organised by the German Aerospace
Industries Association (BDLI) and Messe
Berlin GmbH.
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SIATI Celebrates Silver Jubilee,
Serving the Industry and the Nation

T

owards the end of the last
century,
Indian
Aerospace
organizations felt the need for
a common platform for interaction
among themselves and with the
expanding
overseas
industries.
Thus
Society of Indian Aerospace
Technologies & Industries (SIATI)was
established in 1991 with the support
of major aerospace organisations
such
as
HAL/ISRO/DRDO/NAL/
DGCA/ CEMILAC and DGAQA with a
mission to bring together Indian and
International Aerospace companies,
R&D organizations etc. For the last
25 years SIATI has been serving the
aerospace domain bringing together
the major players in this sector and
earning a respectable position for
India globally.
SIATI was also intended for growth
through
partnership,
creating
useful interaction among Indian and
international Aerospace Industries,
R&D, Quality & Regulatory agencies
for development and production
of aircraft, materials, components,
structures, equipments and systems
and enhancing participation of the
Indian private industries with special
focus on SMES and growing global
opportunities for synergising private
industries with aerospace and defense
PSUs, R&D organisations.
VITAL to the Industry
For more than two decades, SIATI
has been serving the Nation and it
made substantial progress over the
years in harnessing the potential of
its member industries for developing
& manufacturing aerospace materials,
components, equipments and systems
and also information technology,
enhanced
design
and
testing
solutions. It has also inspired and
nurtured several SMEs in different
regions in India to actively participate
in the aerospace and defence sector
R&D and Manufacture, enhancing
self-reliance.
SIATI has been conducting every year
a number of awareness workshops
and seminars on the business
opportunities for the Indian SMEs
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and private sector based on the
national aerospace and defence
projects and also arising out of a
offset opportunities.
It has also
conducted several training workshops
on the subjects useful to its member
companies such as procedure for
indigenisation, equipment required
to be indigenously developed,
associated technologies, certification
requirements and the like.
Several exhibitions were being
organised from time to time
indicating the requirement of the
Indian Aerospace and Defense

industries and also spare parts
requirement of the armed forces.

Leader with a View
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Going Beyond the Borders
SIATI provided a gateway for
international co-operation through
participation in Indian and overseas
Air Shows, exhibitions and seminars,
exchange of industry delegations
and B to B meetings and also in cooperation with similar aerospace
industry
associations
of
other
countries. SIATI initiated the concept
of “India Pavilion” in the international
Air Shows and led Indian delegations
to these Air Shows.
SIATI has established co-operation
with similar aerospace industry
associations abroad like:
 Groupement
des
Industries
Francaises
Aeronautiques
et
Spatiqles (GIFAS) France
 German
Aerospace
Industries
Association (BDLI) Berlin
 Society
of
British
Aerospace
Companies (SBAC) UK / currently ADS
 North
West Aerospace Alliance
(NWAA)
 European Association of Aerospace
Industries (AECMA)
 Aviation Aerospace Australia (AAA)
 Skywin Wallonie, Belgium
 The Aerospace Industries Association
of Canada (AIAC)
Researching for New Horizons
Excellence in R&D and innovations
by members were recognised by
bestowing ‘SIATI Awards for Excellence
in Indigenous Development’. So far
168 industries have been honoured
with SIATI awards. SIATI contributed
in the development of private
industries to be partners in innovation
and R&D with HAL, ISRO, DRDO, BEL
and other DPSUs, NAL and other R&D
Labs. Many Indian Private Industries
have also become exporters of Indian
made aerospace and defense products
to leading aerospace companies in the
other countries.
SIATI conducted training workshops
and short-courses to impart knowledge
and training personnel from industries
to enhance their competence. These
short courses are imparted along with
International Institute of Aerospace
Engineering and Management (IIAEM),

established by SIATI along with Jain
University with the support of Indian
Institute of Science (IISc), ISRO, NAL,
HAL and several other aerospace
and aviation business corporate. The
participants are awarded certificates.
Educating in Aerospace
The
International
Institute
for Aerospace Engineering and
Management (IIAEM) was conceived
by SIATI and established under the
direction of a high level committee
with Dr.K.Kasturirangan, Member
Planning, Co. Chairman, Dr.CG
Krishnadas Nair, President, SIATI as
Co-Chairman and with members from
aerospace industries both public
and private sector. It is a matter of
pride for SIATI that IIAEM in the last
5 years has grown and is offering
specialised programs leading to
graduate and post graduate degree
in Aerospace Engineering. A number
of short courses (two day, three day
and the like) have been designed
and are being regularly conducted
for working executives, engineers
and technicians by IIAEM jointly with
SIATI.
As the Government of India
announced the policy for skilling

SIATI Awards
SIATI has constituted “SIATI
Awards for Excellence in
indigenous development” of
aerospace technology and
manufacture
of
aerospace
material,
components
structures, equipment and
systems etc. The Awards
are given on the basis of
recommendations
received
from the user organizations
like DRDO, HAL, ISRO NAL, IAF
etc and selected by Awards
Committee and presented by
dignitaries during SIATI Annual
each year. So far about 160
industries are recipient of these
awards.
SIATI has also constituted “ Life
Time service Award” from the
year 2011 to honour eminent
persons who have made great
contribution in the aerospace,
R&D, Industry and Education.
field. The Awardees are selected
by the Award committee.

technicians / engineers for various
industries under the National Skill
Council, SIATI took initiative to form
an Aerospace and Aviation Sector Skill
Council under the ageis of National
Skill
Development
Corporation,
Government of India. The aerospace
skill council has been registered as
Section–8 Company, with a governing
council / board with Chairman HAL
by designation as Chairperson,
Hony. President, SIATI, and Hony.
President BCCI and representatives of
industries from major aerospace and
aviation organisations and the large
number of supply chain (component
manufacturers,
equipment
manufacturers).
Providing Expertise
SIATI has been Member of Civil
Aviation Aeronautics
Promotion
Advisory Council (CAPAC), Ministry
of Civil Aviation. SIATI is a Member
of the working group on defence
equipment and aerospace chaired by
Secretary (DP). SIATI is also a member
of the Aerospace Task Force under
Ministry of Industries, Government
of Karnataka and regular meeting
are held under the Chairmanship of
Secretary Commerce and Industries.

SIATI SEMINAR PLANS 2016

Sl No

Name

provisional
Date

India Defence and Aerospace Symposium 2016- Conducted in association with National
Instruments to show case building of software designed systrems utilising COTS tools

1

IDAS - SIATI-NI sem Blr & Hyd

2

Aerospace & Defence Manufacturing
Show ADMS-2016

3

IT Technologies for SMEs

4

SIATI- AeSI - Indigenization seminar

5

SIATI – CEMILAC -DGAQA

6

Sourcing policy - Boeing

26-Aug-16 Boeing would be explaining their sourcing policy and delegates can ask their doubts.

7

Sourcing policy - Airbus

26-Aug-16 Air Bus would be explaining their sourcing policy and delegates can ask their doubts.

9

Energising Indian Aerospace
manufacturing Industry
Financing SMEs

10

Helicopter Technology and Applications

23-24 sep
2016
7-Oct-16
25-26 Nov
2016

8

23-Jun-16

High Light

The Government ambitious plan to increase indian manufacturing to reduce imports and
1-2 July 2016 make the country self sufficient. Conducted along with Aeromag Asia. With Seminar,
Exhibition and B2B Meetings. - Special Round Table on DPP-2016.
To make aware of various IT technologies which can be used to enhance capabilities of
8-Jul-16
SMEs. An interaction seminar with users and service providers.
22-23 Jul To show case indigenisation requirements of LRUs of LCA and LCH, Exhibition of items,
2016
Expert advise, etc
Procedure for First Article Inspection and Approval for indigenous development and
25-30 Jul
interactive discussions.

Seminar to show case the requirements to energise aerospace manufacturing sector
To explain various types of finance available for SMEs from Banks.
Helicopter technology will show case the helicopter development, uses in various modes
like air ambulance, disater recovery, heli torism and aother areas.
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SIATI has published direc tor y of its members. As you
recall the First Airshow was conduc ted by SIATI jointly
with HAL / Aeronautical Societ y and private sec tor in
the year 1993. It was at that time the First Direc tor y on
Indian Aerospace Industries was prepared and published
giving the list of a number of SIATI members and their
capabilities. Subsequently, SIATI has been revising the
aerospace direc tly from time to time and distributing
during the airshows for creating greater awareness of our
members’ capabilities.
A bimonthly Magazine ‘AEROMAG ASIA’ is published in
association with SIATI by Aerosun Media, wherein the activities
of SIATI are highlighted. The events of SIATI and its members are
published under SIATI news regularly. AEROMAG has become a
prominent aerospace and defence magazine.
SIATI is managed and led by SIATI Council which has
nominated members from HAL, ISRO, DRDO, CEMILAC, DGCA,
and NAL and from Private Industries. We have constituted
empowered committees from members to specially address
issues on subjects such as offset & other Government policies,
training and certification, International Co-operation with
aerospace industries and Aerospace Industry Association in
other countries, software systems and engineering.
Silver Jubilee year of SIATI is dedicated to ensure the active
participation of its members especially in all its functions and
to bring up the Society in the forefront of the Aerospace in
India.

MEMBERSHIP
INDIAN ORGANISATIONS:
SIATI membership is open to Industry/Institution
engaged in any or all fields of aerospace, such as
Research, Design & Development, Manufacturing,
Maintenance, Airline, Airport and Infrastructure
Business & Management, Education and
Training etc. Membership is restricted to
industries / institutions and is not available in
SIATI for individuals ( Those who would like to take
individual
professional
membership
are
recommended to join Aeronautical Society of India)
OVERSEAS ORGANISATIONS:
Industries / Institutions engaged in the aerospace
field in countries other than India are invited to
join as International members. SIATI will be an
important link between overseas and Indian
Entrepreneurs / Industry / Institutions and various
regulatory agencies and policy makers to establish
collaborations and development of technology and
business.
The Application Form can be downloaded from
our Web Site www.siati.org The filled up form along
with company brochure and required subscription
may be forwarded to SIATI.

Entuple Engaged in
Design Technologies

E

ntuple Technologies is a next generation solutions
enabler in system design technologies across Defence
& Aerospace, Telecommunication, and Academics.
Entuple
has
partnered
with technology leaders
like Ansys, Cadence, MITS,
DFR, Radisys, PMC to front
innovative
technology
products and solutions for its
customers in the eco-system.
Head quartered at Bangalore, India, Entuple was founded
on the new year day of 2010 by professionals with a combined
experience of over 80 years in the electronics industry. Combined
from the words ‘Enable’ and ‘n-tuple’, Entuple is suggestive of
enabling multi-dimensional possibilities and growth for all our
stakeholders.
In the academic sector, Entuple is committed to bridge
the growing gap between curriculum and advancements in
the industry by providing effective tools, technologies and
enablement to the campuses.
Ansys
Entuple’s partner Ansys is a world leader in simulation
software, being used to simulate interactions of all disciplines of
physics, structural, vibration, fluid dynamics, heat transfer and
electromagnetic for engineers. Ansys enables you to simulate
tests or working conditions and also enables you to test in virtual
environment before manufacturing prototypes of products.
ANSYS Workbench is a platform which integrates simulation
technologies and parametric CAD systems with unique
automation and performance. The power of ANSYS Workbench
comes from ANSYS solver algorithms with years of experience.

DFR Sherlock
Automated Design Analysis™ is a software tool developed by
DfR Solutions for analyzing, grading, and certifying the expected
reliability of products at the circuit card assembly level. Based
on the science of Physics of Failure, Sherlock predicts failure
mechanism-specific failure rates over time using a combination
of finite element method and material properties to capture
stress values and first order analytical equations to evaluate
damage evolution.
MITS PCB Prototyping
System helps you build fine, accurate and rapid prototypes
designs involving single, double sided, multilayer and highdensity boards. These machines are known for their high quality,
reliability and extraordinary precision. CAD data (Gerber or DXF
output format) can be imported seamlessly into MITS systems
for smooth process flow from CAD designing to board making.

HYT INOVATIVE PROJECTS
HYT Inovative Projects Pvt. Ltd. an ISO 9001:2008 Certified
Company in India is a leading manufacturer of various Flow
Forming tubes. HYT Inovative has an outstanding team of
Manufacturing. Development and Design Engineers who
always strive to meet the customers Flow Forming requirements with the view to bring
optimum results in terms of a value product within cost effective processing.
MANUFACTURING OF
FLOW FORMED TUBES.
ULTRA PRECISION THIN WALL TUBES TO VARIOUS SIZES.
CYLINDRICAL HOLLOW COMPONENTS.
SILICA PHENOLIC RESIN LINING FOR PINAKA MOTOR TUBE.
EPDM RUBBER LINING.
FIBER GLASS COMPRESSION MOULDING.
PHENOLIC POWDER MOULDING FOR ALUMINIUM & STEEL MATERIAL.
PRECISION MACHINED COMPONENTS.
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HYT Inovative Projects Pvt. Ltd.
Marketing Office: - 17-18 Ground Floor Hans
Bhawan, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg,
New Delhi-110002,INDIA Phone: +91 11 43202200/1/2,
Fax:+91 11 43723395 Email ID: hytinovative@ymail.com
Manufacturing Unit: - A-138/B-21, ‘H’ Block,
M.I.D.C., Pimpri, Pune-411018(INDIA).
TEL: 020-40795510/511/524 FAX: 020-40795513.
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Concept design of a PLC based
translation mechanism

Drop test survivability simulation of
hand held electronic equipment

Photorealistic rendering to aid in
product understanding

Conceptia Offering Engineering Solutions

C

onceptia is a decade old Company,
has offices spread across India and
Asia Pacific Region. Its overseas
offices are at Singapore and Dubai.
Through its process-driven approach
Conceptia has been able to carve its
name in Marine and offshore design,
CAD/CAE Design and special purpose
machine manufacturing. QMS ISO 90012008 certification is a testimony to this.
Coceptia’s Bangalore office has state
of art facilities and can accommodate
around
60
engineers.
Project
Management team is capable of handling
complex multi-disciplinary projects. Time
and again it has demonstrated the ability
to adapt to new technology. This has been
possible due to an extremely talented and
techno savvy team. Thus it could deliver

engineering solutions encompassing
varied disciplines of engineering as well
as addressing diverse industry segments.
Areas of operation of Conceptia
includes:
Manufacturing: Our core area in
manufacture is Special purpose machines
Retro-fitment
and
reengineering

and fluid flow to assess heat carry away,
equipment efficiency etc. is another
vertical of our services.
Design & support services: Concept
design, photorealistic rendering, event
depiction through animation.

and security entry equipment with
special attention to Health Safety and
Environment
CAE Analysis: Engineering analysis using
FEA approach in the areas of strength,
fatigue, shock and vibration, CFD-thermal

CONTACT DETAILS
Conceptia Software
Technologies Pvt Ltd
#22, 1ooft Ring Road, 6th
block, 3rd phase
3rd Stage Banshankari,
Bangalore 560085
Phone: 080-2679 9382
Email services@conceptia.in
www.conceptia.in

Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies
& Industries(SIATI)
Seminar on

APPLICATION OF IT TOOLS &
TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENHANCING
CAPABILITIES OF SMEs `
Date : 08 Jul 2016
Venue : Hotel Royal Orchids Central, Dickenson Road,
Manipal Center, Bangalore - 560042
Seminar Objective:
IT technologies are playing an important role in
supporting the aerospace design and manufacturing .
In order to enhance the capabilities of SMEs, It is
important to use various IT technologies which will
also be a great help to the management to improve
overall efficiency.

CFD analysis for a multi Filtration
plant
Controlled
Rapid prototyping
Stress and fatigue
nozzle
Pelton
wheel concept to design entry to secure
through
3D analysis of a turbine
turbine –Flow balancing and extraction of area-Tubestile
printing
casing
and power optimization
manufacturing
drawings

Automated UV curing
machine for improvement
of productivity

Design and manufacture
of sheet cutting machine
based on existing m/c
with improvements
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Retro fitment
of
vacuum
furnace
with
improvements
to
thermal
shield

The seminar is intended for an effective interaction
between industries and IT service providers to create
awareness of various IT technologies for enhancing the
capabilities of Industry. The seminar will also provide
an opportunity for industries to pose their problems
related to operations and management for advice from
the IT experts.
The seminar will show case the various IT
Technologies which can be adopted by the
industry to enhance their efficiency
and
thereby the production.

Seminar Highlights
Four Technical Sessions with specialized
presentations in each
Session – 1. Design to Manufacture
Session – 2 Analysis and Simulation
Session – 3 Testing and validation tools
Session – 4 Enterprise Solutions
After presentations there will be discussion
with participants and subsequently B2B
meetings to plan subsequent business
opportunities.

Interaction between participants / Service Providers
Register with details by sending mail to office@siati.org: or v.menon@siati.org
For more information, Please contact: Wg Cdr(Retd) Venugopal Menon, Sr Executive Officer,
SIATI, Aeronautical Society Building, Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras Road, Bangalore 560075 :
Ph. +91 80 25219951 / 25275262 Telefax: 25292440 : mail- office@siati.org v.menon@siati.org

www.siati.org
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Shavo Technologies offers
high-tech tailor- made solutions

Siddhi: Remarkable for
Aluminium Cold Drawn
Tubes

havo Technologies Pvt. Ltd., a part of
the Shavo Group founded by Mr. H.K
Shah, a pioneer in the pneumatics
field in 1960, is in the frontiers of niche high
technologies cutting across diverse disciplines.
The company headquartered in Pune and
headed by Mr. Rushil Shah, Managing Director,
represents some of the world leaders in their
respective fields for technology solutions like
static elimination, precision air movement,
high quality instrumentation, high purity
gas delivery, corrosive gas handling, energy
absorption and so on. With a vast portfolio,
the company serves over a thousand
customers from diverse key sectors including
semiconductor, aerospace, defense, chemical,
oil & gas, automobile and so on.
“Over the years, we have gone from selling
components to systems and solutions
and turnkey capability in an effort to keep
offering better value by leveraging the
technologies we provide,” says Mr. Rushil
Shah.
All its principals have specific technologies
that would be classified ‘cutting edge’

iddhi Engineers is engaged
in
indigenisation
of
Aluminium cold drawn
tubes for variety of applications
since
1988.The
firm
has
established cold drawing process
along with supporting operations
wherein various Aluminium alloys
are cold drawn to achieve very
close dimensional tolerances, desired mechanical properties
and orientation towards end use.
The firm has established strong system support through
system certification such as ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004,
ISO/TS 16949:2009, EN 9100:2009. Siddhi Engineers is also
exporting aluminium cold drawn tubes to many countries of
world, which include advance countries like USA, Germany,
France, NetherLands, U.K., Turkey, Israel etc.

Mr. Rushil Shah,
MD
considering the fact that all of them are
world leaders in their fields. Following are
brief details of their principals and business
areas:
TESCOM is a recognized leader in the
manufacture of high-pressure regulators
up to 20,000 psig designed to work with
all types of fluids, both corrosive. Tescom

V5 Semiconductors

I

ndian based Semiconductors &
Electronics distribution and Design
Services Company with 40+ years
of collective experience located at
Bengaluru .Established in the year 2013.
With its enthusiastic team capable of high
standards of industry competency and
experience helps customers integrate
cutting edge technology to streamline
their design processes and increase
productivity, thus shortening their design
cycle and taking much closer to meet
time-to-market schedules.
Serving semiconductor OEMS/ODMs/IDH
since inception. Focused Sales, Marketing &
Application team
DESIGN SERVICES
Schematics Designs & verification
PCB Design
PCB Fabrication support through aligned
partners
Any Qty support (1 Pc to 1 Million Pcs)
Consistent lead time of 4 to 7 Days for
quick turn requirements & 3 weeks for
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volumes with delivery performance of >
97%
PCB Assembly services through aligned
partners
We can do customized design in achieving
special demand.
In house PCB Design Support
Component Library Services
Schematic Development
High Speed PCB Layout services
Reverse Engineering
SI Analysis
Footprint and symbol library creation,
Update and maintenance
IPC standard or custom specifications
Library structure setup
Standard Attributes – Custom Attributes
Correct Land Patterns to IPC-7351
Compliance
Documenting a design standard for
existing and new Land Patterns
3D Modeling of Components
Board Design Skills
High speed, multi-layer digital PCB
designs – Bus routing, differential pairs,

matched lengths.
PCB Designs for space, military, medical
and commercial applications
Extensive RF and analog design
experience (printed antennas, guard rings,
RF shields)
Signal integrity issues to meet your digital
design needs (tuned traces, diff pairs)
PCB Layer management for signal integrity
and impedance control
DDR, DDR2, DDR3, SAS and differential
pair routing expertise Rigid Flex and Flex
Designs
Power Supplies RF/Microwave Designs
Constraints Rule Driven Designs
Controlled Impedance, Differential Pair
CONTACT US :
#31/4, New# 22, II Floor,
Vani Vilas Road, Basavanagudi,
Bengaluru – 560004. Ph.: 91-80-2661 0621
E-Mail: sales@v5semiconductors.com
Web: www.v5semiconductors.com

S

Lean Implemented Company:
Siddhi Engineers is the first & only firm in India to get
Aerospace Certification for cold drawn Aluminium tubes of
size range, OD 1 mm to 152.4 mm. Alloy : 1,2,3,5,6,7 Series
Defence applications:
Defence applications of the company include, telescopic
mast for communication, bomb disposal manipulator, tubes
for amphibian Tanks, wave guide tubes for satellites, special
alloy tube for cryogenic engines fuel supply lines, tubes for
helicopter core cooler and tube for missile application.
Awards:
Some of the awards earned by the company include
MSME National Award Outstanding Entrepreneurship-2008,
MSME National Award R&D 2008, Society of Aerospace
Manufacturing Engineers, SAME Gold Medal 2009,
nomination for European Aluminium Award 2012.
Make in India Award 2015.

Better performance?

Revolutionary performance?

MAXXimum Performance!
The performance package hyperMILL MAXX Machining oﬀers
extremely powerful roughing, finishing and drilling strategies.
With time savings of up to 90%.
®

Contact:
SIDDHI ENGINEERS
“SIDDHI HOUSE”,
6, Virkunj Society,
Near Vidyanagar School,
Usmanpura,
Ahmedabad – 380 014 (Gujarat – India)
Ph# 91 – 79 -4024 4344, 2754 4909
Fax: @ 91 – 79 – 2754 5089
Email : simktg@siddhiindia.com
Website : www.siddhiindia.com
www.openmind-tech.com
OPEN MIND CADCAM Technologies India Pvt. Ltd.
3C-201, 2nd Floor · 2nd Main Road · Kasturi Nagar
Bangalore 560 043 · Karnataka · India ■ Phone: +91 80 3232 4647
E-mail: Info.India@openmind-tech.com
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range covers over 70 standard models of
high-pressure regulators to meet almost
any requirement.
ITT Enidine is again a world leader in
energy absorption and vibration isolation
products, providing solutions to a wide
range of industrial markets. ITT Corporation
is a high-technology engineering and
manufacturing company operating on all
seven continents in three vital markets viz.
water & fluid management, global defense
& security, and motion & flow control.
Shavo feels fortunate to work with some
of India’s top companies and institutions like
Reliance, Tata’s,, Biocon, GE, Department of
Space, Ministry of Defense and many more.
It has in excess of 1000 live accounts.
The company has a full service capability
at its Pune office and is in the process of
building a world-class service center in its
Bangalore factory. “Our service support is
the key pillar of the value we provide,” says
Mr. Shah.
For more information
Web: www.shavogroup.com

Accuramech: Engineering expertise applauded

L

ocated in Pune, the engineering
hub of India for mechanical
parts, Accuramech is an IMS
Certified Company, founded by a
French entrepreneur way back in 1997
for designing and producing glass
forming spare parts for Saint-Gobain
North America plants.
In the year 2009, it was acquired by
Saint-Gobain and was renamed as
Accuramech Industrial Engineering
Private Limited. Now, Accuramech is a
part of Verallia (a leading manufacturer
of Glass Bottles) and has a wide
customer base which is spread across
Europe, North & South America.
Being a part of multinational group,
Accuramech has the experience of
more than 18 years in supplying parts
to factories all over the world and
also the advantage to leverage the
technical expertise of Verallia’s technical
centres across the globe. Accuramech
is in close collaboration with these
technical centres for development and
improvement of the existing parts.

Accuramech’s main business is to
manufacture and supply spare parts,
assemblies and mechanism to glass
forming machines. Its highly technical
team works with the customers to
provide adept solutions for their
needs. Accuramech has started
expanding its customer base from a
few customers in one country to many

customers in over 50 locations in more
than 14 countries.
With state-of-the-art technology,
research & quality, Accuramech
develops more than 150-200 products
every year.The company has a wide
portfolio of parts with some of these
parts weighing from 10 gms to almost
half a ton. The wide range of portfolio
is the result of its strong capability to
develop parts from wider range of raw
materials. Accuramech also has the
capability to manufacture parts with

critical tolerances, super surface finish
and various kinds of heat treatments
to enhance the life and quality of the
parts.
Keeping in mind, its core values of
Highest Quality, Customized Service
through New Development and
Competitive
Pricing,
Accuramech
promises to deliver reliable services
with high quality parts to its
customers. It is now gearing up to
broaden its scope and make its parts
available to other industries as well.
With a significant exposure in
international standards and extensive
technical know-how, Accuramech has
the capability as well as the capacity
to develop very high precision parts
that cater to the needs of the defence
sector.
An established supplier to glass
factories worldwide, Accuramech
believes in “Make in India” exhibiting
its extensive range of precision
machine parts for the first time in
ADMS 2016.

Accelerating Innovation

A

s electronics become smaller
and more capable, they
become
more
complex.
Necessary innovation must be met with
ever-advancing technical capability.
Tektronix designs and manufactures
the test, measurement and monitoring
solutions that break through the walls
of complexity, to accelerate global
innovation. Tektronix solutions have
supported many of humankind’s
greatest advances of the past 65 years.
Health.
Communication.
Mobility.
Space. We are committed to the
scientists, engineers and technicians
around the world who will define the
future, and rely on us to embrace the
technological challenge, as partners in
their innovation
Together we’re on this journey, to
develop robust insight systems that

enable innovation and assure the
integrity of performance in complex
systems. And with each technical leap
forward we enjoy the satisfaction of
creating, the pride in advancement, and
the reward of delivering what’s needed
and what’s next.
RADAR and Electronic Warfare
As the advance towards foreverquieter
signals
accelerates,
you
need a technical partner just as keen
at listening. And here’s what we
clearly heard: A folio of performance
measurement solutions to advance the

stealthy edge of innovation.
Spectrum
Management
and
Interference Hunting
By being more careful listeners,
Tektronix is helping you reliably
listen and see signals at the highest
fidelity. With a full range of integrated
measurement tools for signal capture,
characterization,
simulation
and
analysis, we help the guardians of our
land, citizens and resources deliver on
their promise.
Visit www.in.tek.com/aerospace
contact : india.mktg@tek.com

‘Electro Solve’ for Testing, Inspection and Design

S

tarted in 2006, Electro Solve is
focused on providing solutions
on three major business areas
namely Testing, Inspection and
Design Solutions. It offers various
solutions as given below:
Test Solutions:
PCB Manufacturing Testing: Electro
Solve represents JET Technologies,
Taiwan for their MDA / Low Cost ICT
Test solutions. JET testers are used in
Power Supply boards testing; White
goods electronics board testing and
automotive electronics boards testing,
etc. It provides full local support
including test fixture development
and program development locally in
India.
Boundary Scan Testing: ASSET
Intertech USA is represented for their
ScanWorks range of JTAG solutions
for JTAG Testing, JTAG Programming
and JTAG Emulation and Functional
Testing through JTAG.
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Flying Probe and In-circuit Tester:
Seica, Italy is represented by Electro
Solve for Flying Probe Testers for
Loaded and Bare Board testing. Seica
is the pioneer in offering the PowerOn testing on Flying Probe platforms.

Also Seica Strategy’s range of ICT
provides a single platform to do ICT
and Functional Testing for PCB used
in various industries like automotive,
industrial and defense.
Functional
Test
Fixtures
and
Programming Solutions: Electro Solve
provides Functional Test solutions
for the PCB with fixtures and custom
program on Labview platform or on
custom platforms.
It also provides Test Fixtures and
Programming services for the MDA,
ICT and Functional Testers, Viz., JET
MDA, Teradyne and Agilent ICT.

Inspection Solutions:
Handheld
Optical
Inspection
systems: Electro Solve
offers 3D
Microscope for manual optical
inspection of PCB Assemblies and for

other in-depth inspection purposes.
It provides Pre and Post Reflow
Automatic
Optical
Inspection
Solutions for the SMT process
inspection.
Contact:
#219, 4th C Cross,
3rd Block, HRBR Layout,
BANGALORE – 560 043
Tel: +91 80 41732941/41732942
Fax: + 91 80 25434994
Email: sales@electrosolve.com
Contact Person: M.R. Viswanathan
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Materialographic Sample Preparation

T

he STRUERS Philosophy of Revealing ‘True Microstructures’.
Established in Denmark in 1875 as a supplier of traditional
laboratory equipment, ‘Struers ‘began specializing
in the manufacture of materialographic sample preparation
equipment since 1943.Today, Struers has established itself as
a world-renowned manufacturer of top-class, high-quality
sample preparation equipment in the fields of optical/electron
metallography and mineralogy through continual innovation,
research and development, customer support and an applicationcentric approach. ’Sample Preparation’, as a means to reveal the
‘True Microstructure’ of materials, has remained the cornerstone of
Struers’ manufacturing philosophy, and has guided the company to
develop many sophisticated and state-of-the-art equipment, as well
as consumables for cutting,mounting,grinding and polishing. AIMIL
today, in partnership with Struers, has undoubtedly, opened a new
window of opportunity in India.
Walter+bai ag Testing Machines supplies range of material testing
machines and systems to various industrial sectors including
automotive and aerospace, metals, plastic and rubber, chemical,
construction, bio-mechanics as well as institutes and universities.
Serving these industries for more than 35 years, w+b benefits from
the company’s extensive experience in producing material testing
systems and equipment to meet wide range of applications. Due to
our considerable engineering capabilities, we are able to offer not
only standard testing machines but also customized solutions or
complete installations for physical testing laboratories world-wide. To
ensure you obtain the maximum rewards from your investment, our
accredited calibration laboratory guaranties that excellent after-sale
service and verification facilities are available for your installation.
For more information please contact :
Aimil Ltd., A-8 Mohan Co-operative Industrial
Estate,Mathura Road, New Delhi – 110044
Tel : 011-30810200, Fax : 011-26950011,
E-mail : delhi@aimil.com Website : www.aimil.com

A

Since 1999 APM is associated with M/s
GOM mbH, world leader in 3D -Scanning
and optical measuring technology
Sales Division sells products of M/s
GOM Germany which includes
. ATOS - 3D Scanner
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W

e D Espat Pvt Ltd is incorporated since
2003, our Specialization is design –
through-development of customized
Li-Ion and Lithium ion polymer battery solutions
for high capacity/density & large scale specific power requirements.
We design and manufacture custom battery packs and chargers for a broad
customer base operating in many diverse fields, including telecommunications,
military, Electric Vehicles, Robotics, medical, geophysical, monitoring,
instrumentation, alarm, surveillance, aerospace and consumer industries.
• D- Espat Pvt Ltd is recognized by Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, Ministry of Science & Technology, New Delhi for their IN HOUSE R&D
Unit for Custom Design and New Product Development using Lithium ion
Battery technology
• D- Espat Pvt Ltd has a Technology Incubation facility at Indian Institute of
Technology, Madras’ Research Park, at Taramani in Chennai.
• D- Espat Pvt Ltd is a registered vendor for few DRDO labs in India for Custom
Lithium ion/Polymer projects.
D-Espat can assist to quicken Design/ Develop & Pilot Production cycles of
custom battery systems.
D-Espat pvt ltd is a authorized distributor for DFMA software for India and
South East Asia.
(Design For Manufacture & Assembly) software from Boothroyd Dewhurst Inc
(BDI), USA
Hot Mounting

APM Technologies
PM Technologies started in
1999 with an aim to bring
world class technologies to the
doorstep of Indian Industry, to meet the
challenges of
. Better Quality
. Faster Development
. Higher Productivity
. Better Safety Standard
. Lower Cost

D Espat Pvt Ltd

. TRITOP Potogrammetry
. ARAMIS
. ARGUS
. PONTOS
Services Division offer services of
3D Scanning Quality control, Reverse
engineering,
RPT,
Product
Development & Part or CAD
verification.
Today APM enjoys pioneering &
market leading status in the field of
3D- Scanning, Quality control & Reverse
Engg. with an experience of scanning
over 30,000 parts.
APM’s facilities include ATOS and
TRITOP systems along with highly
skilled and dedicated team of engineers
working on

Anand Mould
Steel dealing in
Specialised Steel

A

nand Mould Steel was established in 2005
and it is the sole importer & distributor
for
India
for
specialised
steels produced by
Schmiedewerke
Groditz
GmBh,
Germany.
It is supplying material
to all leading tool room
and O.E.Ms in India.
Anand Mould Steel is having unskilled and skilled
staff containing 25 peoples.
Other than Schmiedewerke Groditz
GmbH,
Riesaer str.1, 01609 Groditz, Germany, a firm in
Italy namely NLMK Verona S.P.A is also the supplier
for Anand Steel. Anand Steels & Alloys is its sister
concern since 1972.

Grinding & Polishing

Cutting
Imageware,
Ideas,
ProE-Creo,
Unigraphics-NX and Catia workstations.
APM has facilities and experience to
scan parts ranging from a small coin
to an aircraft and almost everything in
between. APM offers in-house services
as well as on site services for large,
heavy, sensitive or confidential parts.
APM Technologies has stalwart of
Indian Industry like Ashok Leyland,

ARAI, Eicher, Escorts, Enfield, Ford,
General Motors, Honda, International
Tractors, John Deere, Maruti Suzuki, TVS,
Volkswagen in its Customers list among
many others and has an experience
of Reverse Engineering thousands of
varied parts including many aircrafts
four wheelers & two wheelers.

Adhesive Specialities

A

dhesive Specialities is established in 2001 and is managed by people
who have the expertise, experience,
and first hand knowledge of the
industry.
To be the complete resource of tape
products Adhesive Specialities has a variety
of Self Adhesive Tapes sold under the brand
“SUN BRAND” .A commitment to quality &
reliability, the products are manufactured and
are tested under a good quality system. We
have a well equipped quality assurance lab
with trained personnel to carry out the desired test to support the process of
manufacturing.
You could reach us directly for any enquiry and clarification on 9880815138 or
email us at ,info@adhesivespecialities.co.in and we would be happy to answer
the same at the earliest. Also our products are displayed on our website with
technical specification on our website: www.adhesivespecialities.co.in
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Technology Readiness of 3D Printing An EADS & EOS collaborative Study

F

or adoption of these metallic
processing technologies within
EADS is the potential for reduced
material waste in the manufacturing
phase, coupled with geometric freedom
that can allow for improved structural
optimization. EADS Innovation Works
(IW), the corporate research centre of
EADS, worked on the application of a new
set of Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
criteria based upon sustainability and
environment for the aeronautic sector,
created by Airbus.
The assessment focuses on five phases
of the life cycle: Raw material extraction
& production, Transport, Manufacturing
& Assembly, Usage & finally End-oflife. For this study, the AM/EOSINT
DMLS technology using titanium for
an optimized design of the bracket
leads to interesting results in terms of
environmental impact: DMLS uses fewer
raw materials thanks to the optimization
of its design. The technology produces
less waste; the overall buy-to-fly ratio is
therefore improved. This leads to a 10 kg
weight reduction per aircraft, equivalent
to significant cost savings in fuel
consumption and carbon taxation over
the life of the aircraft.
Objectives
The following objectives were defined
for the joint study:
1. Adapt and consolidate the LCA (Life
Cycle Assessment) done by EADS IW for
a bracket in order to set up a baseline
regarding the sustainable performances
of the Additive Manufacturing (AM) EOS
technology.

GET YOUR COMPANY
CERTIFITIED FOR AS
9100 WITH NQA
NQA is a world leader in certification and training when it comes to aviation, space and defence sectors. NQA
has a strong understanding of the emerging challenges facing the global aerospace supply chain and the
need for enhanced certification based solutions. Aerospace parts and components must be manufactured
with high tolerance to demand strong regulations and internal quality control processes. NQA can help you
achieve your quality systems through AS91xx Certification.
Some of the most widely recognised aerospace quality standards that NQA can provide include:
• AS9100 - is a broad quality management system designed for use by any organisation that designs,
develops and/or manufactures ADS products and assemblies.
• AS9110 - is a standard designed to help repair stations and suppliers as they implement quality control
measures.
• AS9120 - governs record keeping, traceability, chain of custody and stock control in any business that
buys, sells or supplies parts to the aerospace industry.
• AS5553/AS6081 - are specific standards for mitigating the risk of purchasing and supplying counterfeit
parts. AS5553A contains best practices for manufacturers and OEMs, while AS6081 is applicable to
distributors only.
NQA are actively involved in the writing of AS 9100:2016 and can provide your business with valuable inputs.
Contact NQA today for an explanation of the registration route or for gaining certification to these standards.

2. Compare the AM-EOS technology to
a relevant technology which would be,
in this particular case, rapid investment
casting.
Resource use and waste production
Resource use and waste production are
definitely interesting aspects to take into
account. Here, the resource use is assessed
for primary and secondary materials. The
waste produced is also assessed, leading
to the calculation of the standard buyto-fly ratio, which shows the efficiency of
resources use during the manufacturing
process.
Consumption of resources by each
50
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manufacturing process
Both study partners decided to compare
the processes using a ratio, combining
the weight of (primary or secondary) raw
material to the embodied energy per unit of
this raw material.
In this way, rather than providing only
absolute figures of weight of different
materials, this took into account in one ratio
not only the amount of raw material but
also part of its intrinsic cost which is fairly
well correlated to its embodied energy. As
an example, we cannot put a 1kg of titanium
and 1 kg of argon gas on the same line of
comparison.
As regards primary raw material use,
in Figure 1, there is a 28% drop when
switching to AM due to the efficiency of the
DMLS process. The secondary raw material
ratios showed an interesting benefit to the
rapid investment casting option, with a
ratio 78 & 73% mostly due to cooling and
inerting argon shielding. This gas is used
in significant quantities inside the building
chamber of both DMLS platforms.
Waste
production
of
each
manufacturing process
Like the resource use in the previous
section, the mass of waste produced by
each manufacturing process was weighted
by the embodied energy of each waste
in order to have a more objective layout
comparing the different waste types
together on the same plot. Below are the
results of this assessment:
On one hand in Figure 2, the overall
energy-weighted amount of waste
produced during both DMLS processes
is almost only half compared to the rapid
investment casting
On the other hand, when measuring only
the mass of waste produced between both
options, there is a 91 % when switching to
the DMLS process.
Thus, the DMLS process is very promising
in terms of waste management as
compared to other alternatives.
Moreover, the DMLS process induces
only one type of waste material, here
titanium for this application, rather than
producing different types of waste which
as a consequence need different methods
of treatment. The support structure of the
laser-sintered part is usually a mix of about
50% of powder that could be used again.
Comparison of the processes in terms of
their buy-to-fly ratios (b/f)
This ratio reflects the efficiency of the
manufacturing process in the use of primary
raw material for the aerospace sectors.
However, the EOSINT DMLS process is more
efficient than rapid investment casting
in terms of titanium use for the reasons
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A

n AS 9100 Certified Company
Designer and Manufacturer
of High Performance Wires and

Cables

OUR PROFILE
Designing and Making in India for more
than 50 years
Exporting to Germany, UK, Italy, Canada,
France, Russia, Singapore, New Zealand,
Australia and USA
Qualification Certification by ISRO for
Launch Vehicles (Rockets)
Airworthiness Clearance by CEMILAC

explained in the two previous sections. Also,
it is assumed that 6 parts can be nested
each time on the same base plate, reducing
the losses per part when the base plate is
surface ground and re-used bringing the
b/f ratio to a figure even closer to 1.
A closer assessment of the
manufacturing phase
These categories are sorted out per
type of step processes, equivalent but not
equal between rapid investment casting
and the DMLS processes. The overall
energy need of each manufacturing
process is shown in Figure-3, in the global
life cycle view. The pre-process phase
is linked to the tooling preparation.
During this process step, the milling of
the titanium base plate for the EOSINT
DMLS processes is quite significant in
comparison to the production of the SLA
epoxy model during the rapid investment
casting.
In spite of the low energy needed
during the tooling phase, the investment
casting process is quite energy intensive
compared to both EOSINT DMLS
process. Another differential is to be
observed during the various postprocesses between casting and sintering
manufacturing routes. The higher amount
of energy involved in these steps for
the casting process is mostly due to the
machining phase with a 5% loss in weight.
Energy Consumption
The energy consumption for the
production of the bracket, including

raw material production, manufacturing
process and end-of-life is slightly smaller
when moving from rapid investment
casting to the EOS platform. This is due
mostly to the difference between the b/f
of the different
processes
benchmarked
and
more energy consumed during the
manufacturing process.
Following are the technical & strategic
conclusions from this study conducted by
EADS and EOS:
First of the all, this study has shown how
important it is to get a better understanding
of titanium production. If the extraction and
processing of the material has such a large
impact from an energy perspective, then
its price is likely to be volatile depending
on the price of energy and any potential
carbon tax on energy. The alignment of the
supply chain is thus of high importance, as
are R&D efforts in Developing less energy
intensive processes to extract titanium from
titanium ore.
Secondly, one part of the life cycle
has not been tackled sufficiently: the
end-of-life phase. With increasing
pressures on material supply, recycling
is becoming a key factor. The results of
this study have contributed to a better
understanding and highlighting of this
phase where improvements are expected
to be performed within the coming years.
Finally, the cooperation between EADS IW
with EOS has absolutely opened the door
to a supply chain cycle approach.

OUR PRODUCTS:
Fluoropolymer & Polyimide (Kapton)
Insulated
(Tape
wrapped
and
Extruded) Wires and Cables for critical
(aero-space) or high-temperature
or
demanding
(e.g.
chemically
corrosive environments) electronic
and electrical equipment, where
failure is not an option. All kind of
cable configuration (Single, Multicore,
Flat, Co-Axial, Thermocouple, Corona
Resistant, and Low Noise) are supplied.
The application areas are:

Supersonic Vehicles (e.g. Launch
Vehicles, Rockets etc.)
Aircrafts
Satellites & Onboard Equipment
Weapon System (Missiles, Tanks etc.)
Low
Noise
Measurement,
Accelerometers
Control and Measurement system for
Aerospace, Atomic energy, Reactors and
Process Control
Demanding Automotive Application

(e.g. Measurement devices around engine
and exhaust)
Temperature Measurement devices
Refineries and Oil Exploration and
production platforms
Radars
D-3, Meerut Road Industrial Area – 3
GHAZIABAD 201 003 (U.P.), India
TEL: 91-120-2712128/2712039,
9810235401 Email:info@gargasso.
com, Website: www.gargasso.com

SOME OF OUR PROMINENT CUSTOMERS

GRIND MASTER for Special Purpose Machines

G

rind Master is a pioneer and
leader in special purpose
machines for Metal Finishing,
Deburring, Nano Finish and solutions
including Robotic automation and
Abrasives. With over 4000 machines
across 6 continents, serving a wide
range of industries, we bring a world of
experience of over 30 years in machine
technology & process knowledge.
Grind Master competes with the best in
the world. It constantly strives to exceed
customer expectations with innovative
and trustworthy solutions created with
passion and expertise. Grind Master
accounts for 20-25% of Indian machine

tools exports according to the data from
IMTMA.
It has the widest range of metal finishing
machines in the world. It offers the

following solutions for defence sector:
Robotic Automation for Fettling of
Castings
Turbine Blade Grinding
Superfinishing
of
Hydraulic
Cylinder&Landing Gears

Centreless Grinding & Polishing of
Zircalloy Tube
Billet Grinding Machine
Deburring of Aerospace Parts
Precision
Grinding
of
Titanium,
Molybdenum, AL –Ni Alloys & SS Plates
Grind Master has delivered many
successful solutions to defence sector
companies including HAL, BHEL, DLW,
MIDHANI, NFC, GODREJ, L&T etc.
Contact details
Grind Master Machines Pvt. Ltd.
B-10/B-11/B-14, Railway Station MIDC,
Aurangabad- 431005 Maharashtra .
Tel. +91 (240) 2374104, +91 (240) 2374114
Email : sales@grindmaster.co.in
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AXON for Cables and Connectors

A

XON INTERCONNECTORS
AND WIRES PVT LTD is a
subsidiary of Axon’ group.
The subsidiary is involved in the
manufacture of standard Micro
D connectors and assemblies, RF cable assemblies and cable assemblies
terminated with any kind of connectors for the Electronics, Defence and
Aerospace Industries in India.
The AXON’ group specialises in designing and manufacturing high tech
conductors, electronic cables and interconnect solutions for markets such
as military, aeronautics, space, medical, computer, telecommunications,
automotive, consumer electronics etc.
The headquarters of the company is in Montmirail in France (100 km east
of Paris) and employs 1500 staff world-wide in 10 subsidiaries across Europe,
America and Asia.
In order to meet its customer’s requirements, AXON INTERCONNECTORS has
obtained approvals such as ISO 9001: 2008 and EN 9100 : 2009
Contact :
AXON INTERCONNECTORS AND WIRES PVT LTD.
No:117, Neil Rao Towers, Suite No. 1W
EPIP, Whitefield, Bangalore – 560 066
Tel : 91 80 40918186, Fax : 91 80 40918185
E-mail : sai@axon-cable.in

‘TruCut’ for
Precision Tools

T

ruCut Precision Tools Pvt Ltd, an ISO 90012008 company engaged in manufacturing
of Precision Metal Cutting Tools and
catering to
various areas like automotive
aerospace, die &mould and general engineering
industry. It has its state of art manufacturing
facility located in Chennai having complete inhouse processing and it is installed with highly
precision 5-Axis Tool & Cutter Grinders. This
facility offers comprehensive range of:
Solid Carbide Tools ( Drills ,End Mills, Reamers
,Special Tools), Hss-Cobalt Tools (Drills , End Mills,
Reamers ,Special Tools and PCD Tools ( Drills ,
End Mills ,Reamers ,Special Tools).

INTECH Specialists in Additive Manufacturing

I

NTECH DMLS is India’s first and largest
service provider for Metal Additive
Manufacturing or 3D printing in
metal. INTECH DMLS Private Limited
was set up in early 2014. It is primarily
working with established companies in
the Aerospace and Defense areas, General
Engineering and companies specializing
in the manufacture of Tools and Dies
primarily used in the plastic and Die
cast industries. INTECH has successfully
executed several projects in the above
said verticals.
INTECH uses the Direct Metal Laser
Sintering (DMLS) process technology,
which allows for manufacturing complex
shapes, reduced weight, lattice and bionic
structures and reduced manufacturing
time and improves the quality of
components. The materials used here are
similar to their counterparts in traditional
manufacturing such as Titanium, Nickel,
Steel and Aluminum alloys.
INTECH offers a complete solution from
concept design to the delivery of a fully
functional component. It has the largest
installation of commercially available
EOS DMLS 3D printers in India and fully
equipped design office, machine shop,
in house testing equipment like CMM
etc. and post processing facility. Hence
with all these in- house capabilities it is
poised very well to offer an end to end
service in the Additive Manufacturing
space. It is an ISO 9001:2008 company
and has completed the audit process
for becoming an AS 9100C company. It
is currently in the process of setting up
a technology- driven Innovation and

Engineering Design Centre.
INTECH currently employs around
40 engineers and technicians and it is
striving hard to build a reputation as a
service oriented company that is at the
forefront of cutting edge technology. Its
strength lies in its complete dedication to
serving customers’ needs and partnering
customers closely in all stages of the
component development. INTECH is
already seeing the benefits of this approach
with sustained follow up orders from
existing customers who also at the same
time help in showcasing its strengths and
capabilities to prospective new customers.
It is
currently working with the
leading aerospace company in India and
partnering them in the development
of very critical components that form
the core of their manufacturing. In this
project it has successfully reduced the
lead time for the development of these
components from more than two years to
as few as four to five months. In addition
it is also working with leading defence
laboratories in the development of not
only prototypes but also fully functional
parts.

It is also currently engaged with the
leading global aerospace companies
wherein it has not
only started
developing functional prototypes but
also in discussions for becoming their
preferred strategic partner for production
parts.
INTECH pushes
the limits of
industry practices in Metal Additive
Manufacturing, exploring new ways to
ensure the highest quality in building
both fully functional parts and also in
rapid prototyping. It ensures that it is
abreast with the latest technologies
in Metal additive manufacturing and
management strategies in order to keep
itself and its customers at the forefront
of industry. In today’s globalised market,
it enables its customers to maximize
quality levels and reduce component
delivery times while at the same time
ensuring competitive pricing.
Keeping our growth plans in mind and
endeavour to push this technology to its
limits it will be moving to a spanking new
facility of more than 20,000 sq. feet again
located in Peenya. It will be adding more
machines in both Additive Manufacturing
as well as strengthening its post process
equipment, testing and inspection areas.
It will be moving to this facility by Q2 of
FY 2016-17.
To know more about INTECH and how
it can partner with you in adopting this
cutting edge technology of building
complex parts in layers with the shortest
lead times , it can be contacted at info@
intech-dmls.in or at +91 98450 08485 or at
www.intech-dmls.in.

SRV Smoothens Transit

S

RV
Damage
Preventions,
founded
in
2002,
focuses on reducing transit damage caused to
any goods during storage, handling & shipping.
Headquartered in New Delhi, SRV caters to the needs
of the Industry in India & through channel partners in Middle East & South Asia.
SRV was the first company in India to introduce Smart Solutions for Safe Transit of
products. We have partnered with various companies across the globe to provide
the most technically advanced products and solutions. It is the Distributor for
ShockWatch Inc. Pelican Industries,Adco Industries, Klimp Industries and few others.
SRV’s focus is to help customers find the right solutions to deter mishandling and reduce costs. It
caters to various industries like Transformer, Solar, Pharmaceutical, Medical equipment’s, High End
Electronics, Nuclear Power, Aerospace, Defence & Space organizations. SRV specialises in supply &
service in various products for industries mentioned below:
Impact Indicators & Recorders, Impact & Vibration recorders Safety Cutters
Tilt Indicators & Recorders , Temperature Indicators & Recorders
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CMM INSPECTION SERVICE

Laser tracker

Stationary CMM Inspection

Measurewel Technovision Measures and Calibrates

S

ince 2002, Measurewel Technovision
Pvt.Ltd is providing professional
dimensional inspection, calibration
and engineering services to a wide range
of industries. Inspection services of
Measurewell Technovision includes the
following:
First Article Inspection, Lot Inspection
Jig, Fixture, Dies and Moulds Inspection
Relation Gauges Inspection
CAD Comparison
Reverse engineering/ 3D Modeling
Measurewell services many industries
including
Automobile,
Aerospace,
Railway Construction, Heavy Equipment
Fabrication, Metal Fabrication, Ship
Building and Road Construction.
It uses the Laser Tracker which is a
portable machine meant for measuring
coordinates
(Inspection
of
Large
ItComponents). Tracker is highly accurate

and reliable and enables us in building
products, optimization of processes and
alignment of fixtures etc. Specification
of the machine are: Range-160Mtr.
radial, Accuracy-0.018mm+0.006mm per
meter(MPE),Software-Polyworks.
It also provides CMM Inspection Service
at the site with Faro and Romer Arm. Its
new on site inspection facility allows to
measure the components, dies, large
structures, gauges, fixtures in production
area etc. without the need to move them
to a designated inspection area with the
help of Portable CMM.
Besides this, there are stationary CMM
Inspection Services and Calibration
Services (NABL Accredition). Calibration
services include temperature and pressure
gauges calibration and calibration and
repair of measuring instruments and
gauges.

Clientele of Measurewel Technovision
include:
Mercedes-Benz(KBZ Automation and
Robotics-Germany)
Bajaj Auto Ltd.(4WH Division)
ABB India.
Siemens India
Piaggio Ltd.
Fori Automation
Contacts:
MEASUREWEL TECHNOVISION PVT LTD
UNIT-H-6,UDYOG BHARATI ESTATE,C277,MIDC-WALUJ,
AURANGABAD,MAHARASHTRA
STATE,431136,INDIA
Telefax : +9102406611345,Mob : 9325262
655,9325381200,9373242007
Email : info@measurewel.
com, measurewel.abd@gmail.com
Web : http://www.measurewel.
com, www.measurewel.in
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is supplying similar forgings for the
production of missiles such as AKASH,
LRSAM, QRSAM etc.
The core strength of the organisation
is its commitment to deliver quality
product by understanding and meeting
the requirements of customer. An

integrated unit equipped with pneumatic
power hammers, hydraulic presses, heat
treatment furnaces and inspection &
testing facilities to qualify the forgings
as per stringent quality requirements to
national, international and aerospace
standards. An array of certified testing
services such as Mechanical, Chemical,
Ultrasonic, Dye Penetrant, Electrical
Conductivity, Microstructure analysis as
per national & international standards

EPOCH® 650 Flaw Detector

OmniScan® MX2 Flaw Detector

Ultrasonic Thickness Gages

Ultrasonic Flaw Detectors

Phased Array Ultrasonic Flaw Detectors

IPLEX® NX Videoscope

Vanta™ Handheld XRF

Remote Visual Inspection

X-ray Fluorescence Analyzers
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Rachamallu Forgings Pvt Ltd
achamallu
Forgings
Pvt
Ltd
was established by technocrat
entrepreneur Mr Sivaprasad Reddy
Rachamallu during the year 1983 to cater the
requirements of engineering industry in and
around Hyderabad.
he company obtained ISO 9000
certification from DNV in the year 1999
and is currently certified for ISO : 90012008 quality management system. Today it is
one of the leading manufacturers of aerospace
quality forgings in steel and aluminium alloy
for defence and space applications. Actively
involved in indigenisation and development
of high strength aluminium alloy forgings for
both ISRO and DRDO projects for the last 25
years.
The company is specialised in
manufacture of hollow forgings for
various applications such as Airframes
for missiles (Tube shaped forgings up to
1000 mm), rectangular hollow forgings for
electronic casings etc. The organisation

C

38DL PLUS® Thickness Gage

CMJ

such as AMS,ASTM, EN, IS etc. is offered.
The manufacturing capacity of the plant
is 1000 MT of steel forgings and 200 MT of
aluminium alloy forgings per annum. Steel
forgings up to 500 Kg. and Aluminium alloy
forgings up to 200 kg Single piece weight.
In addition to manufacturing of Steel and
Aluminium alloy forgings, the company
also undertakes job-work in forging of
Titanium and Nickel Alloys mainly for
Aerospace applications. The organization
is in the process of adding a machine shop
to increase the value addition by becoming
a one stop solution for fully machined and
ready to use forgings.
RACHAMALLU FORGINGS Pvt Ltd
Plot No. 86, CIE Expansion,
Gandhinagar, Balanagar,
Hyderabad 500037, Telengana, INDIA
Phone: +91 40 230789 05/24/25/26
Fax +91 40 23078624
E mail: rsreddy@rachamallu.com
www.rachamallu.com

N

NDT Inspection Solutions
ultrasound | phased array | eddy current | eddy current array
remote visual inspection | X-ray fluorescence
Olympus manufactures a large portfolio of innovative NDT instruments designed
with a commitment to leading-edge technology and user friendliness.
Our products are used for inspection and maintenance across the globe in industrial and
research fields ranging from aerospace and energy to transportation and manufacturing.
Olympus Medical Systems India Pvt Ltd.
Ground Floor, Tower- C, SAS Tower,
The Medicity Complex,
Sector – 38, Gurgaon – 122001, Haryana, India
Ph: 0124-4999191
Email: info.india@olympus-ossa.com
www.olympus-ims.com

www.olympus-ims.com
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NQA for Quality

A

s of today, it is expected that
the AS9100:2016 (and AS9110
and AS9120 standards) will be
released in the October or November of
2016.
The AS9100 standard is about to
undergo a major revision in keeping with
the changes being made to the ISO 9001
standard. Since the AS9100 standards
have been and will continue to be based
on the latest version of ISO 9001, this
revision will be in lock step, though lag
by a few months the expected release
of ISO 9001:2015 in the October or
November of this year.
TRANSITION DEADLINES
FOR AS9100
The aerospace standards will have the
same deadline for transition as the ISO
9001:2015 standard which is September
2018. Therefore the AS standards are being
released approximately eight months after
the ISO 9001:2015 standard, the “three
year” transition is actually be less than two
years for aerospace companies.
An aerospace company should not
transition any aspect or process of their
quality system to the ISO 9001:2015
requirements prior to the release
of AS91XX:2016 without a word of
caution. The new ISO 9001:2015 alters,
or all together eliminates some of the
requirements of the current version of
AS9100. This means that by changing
your quality system over to the ISO
9001:2015 standard prior to the release
of AS9100:2016, you may inadvertently
make your quality system in violation of
AS9100C.
In addition, the new version of AS
9100:2016 will seek to re-introduce

some of the requirements that were
removed by ISO 9001:2016. This
includes the requirement to have
a management representative and
have a documented quality system.
NQA are recommending that certified
aerospace companies maintain their
quality system in accordance with

AS9100C until it undergoes a successful
audit by your NQA auditor to the 2016
version, which of course cannot take
place until its release in 2016 at the
earliest.
Where a company will be achieving
certification or undertaking recertification
to the older AS 9100 Revision C, NQA will
be issuing AS certification in accordance
with the recently published IAQG OPMT
Resolution 131. This is where a certification
is issued or re-issued to an Aerospace
Quality Management Systems (AQMS)
standard that is prior to the 2016 editions,
the certification expiry date will not exceed
September 15, 2018.The certification cycle
will be re-established upon completion of
transition to the 2016 standard.
AS9100:2016 DRAFT
EXPECTED AREAS FOR CHANGE
AS9100:2016 has been approved
for translation and publishing by
the IAQG and SAE. The final version

The
of AS9100:2016 is not yet available.
However, what is known is that it will
mirror the new ten-clause format of the
ISO 9001:2015 standard. In addition, it is
expected that the following areas will be
added or enhanced:
Product Safety
Human Factors
Risk
Preventive Action
Counterfeit Parts
Configuration Management
Product Realization and Planning
Post Delivery Support
Project Management
Design Development and Supplier
Management
Raw Material Testing
Quality Manual
Management Representative
The IAQG has released a set of slides
which reference the changes and provide
additional detail. It is recommended
that all companies review these slides in
detail. These slides can be accessed here:
http://www.sae.org/iaqg/projects/91002016changes.pdf

3D Metrology Software Platform

TM

PolyWorks delivers a universal hub that interfaces
with any type of 3D metrology measurement device, and oﬀers
a universal workﬂow for performing all inspection tasks.

WHAT’S NEXT?
The standard will be translated and
published in October of November
of 2016. Organisations should make
themselves aware of and start planning
for the changes in the standard. Due
to the very tight transition period,
companies who are prepared at the
earliest opportunity will be in the best
position to have a successful transition.
NQA will be releasing further
information and delivering customer
support activities sooner to the release
of the standard and the transition period.

Statclean: Leader in ESD Technology

S

ince establishment in 1990, Statclean
Technology has been recognised
as the leading manufacturer of
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Control, Ultraclean & ESD packaging materials, Clean Room
products for Hard Disk Drives, Semiconductor,
Advance Display, Medical Equipments and
Pharmaceutical industry.
It believes in consistent quality of products
which provides peace of mind to all the
customers.
Product range includes ESD Safe & Cleanroom
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Garments, ESD Safe & Cleanroom
Footwear, Lint Free Wipers, Vinyl Gloves,
Sticky
Mats,
Disposables,
Personnel
Grounding Accessories, ESD Safe & Clean
Room Flooring & ESD Work Surfaces, ESD
Safe & Clean Room Apparels & Footwear,
ESD Safe & Clean Room Packaging,
ESD
Safe
&
Clean
Room
Storage
Solutions,
Static
Test
&
Measuring
equipments, ESD Safe & Clean Room Stat
ionary and other complementary products.

MEET US FOR A LIVE DEMO BOOTH B19
(91) 20-664-77-911
info@polyworks.in
www.polyworks.in
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PolyWorks® Cuts
the Symmetry and
Alignment Check
Time on Bombardier›s
CRJ Series by 75%.

5axis tangent plane machining: New strategy for high efficient
finishing of plane surfaces with conical barrel cutters

5axis helical drilling for an efficient and toolfriendly plunging into the material

High-performance CAM strategies

H

yperMILL®:
maximum
performance for the aerospace
industry
The global aerospace industry is
undoubtedly at the leading edge of
innovation and technology. With its
CAM solution hyperMILL® the German
company OPEN MIND Technologies AG
- one of the world’s leading CAM/CAD
developers - is leading the field in this
industry. The power package hyperMILL®
MAXX Machining offers innovative CAM
strategies greatly improve roughing,
finishing and drilling performance.
As the global aerospace industry strives
for weight reduction in component parts
more and more, the shape of the part
becomes more organic, closely shaped
to the form of the surface it mates too.
To enable machine shops to improve
productivity levels, OPEN MIND offers a
performance package with innovative
CAM strategies to meet not only the high
requirements of the aerospace sector. The
hyperMILL® MAXX Machining package
includes three modules for roughing,
finishing and drilling applications that
deliver a significant performance boost.
Since cost and time pressures are crucial
factors in manufacturing, companies can
quickly realise economic benefits with the
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CAM strategies available with the power
package.
The roughing module of hyperMILL®
MAXX Machining includes a solution for
high-performance cutting (HPC) with
trochoidal tool movements. Innovative
strategies included in the finishing
module exploit the full potential of barrel
cutters. The third hyperMILL® MAXX
Machining module is the 5-axis helical
drilling with machine movements that
provides efficient material removal and
chip evacuation using 5-axis motion
compared to high power required when
using large drills.
Finishing in record time: 90 percent
time savings
Z-level finishing has been considered
technically mature for decades. The
often very long processing times to
obtain high quality surfaces were
deemed acceptable. OPEN MIND was
not satisfied with the times that could
be achieved and developed a new
solution. This process forms part of the

finishing module in hyperMILL® MAXX
Machining. High-efficiency preliminary
finishing and finishing of planes and
free form surfaces with various barrel
cutters becomes possible for the first time
with the new solution. The innovative
CAM strategy for 5axis tangent plane
machining realises the full potential of
conical barrel cutters: time savings of up
to 90 percent in comparison to machining
with ball mill cutters are possible. There is
also enormous potential for aviation and
aerospace, where numerous different
planes often require machining. Hard
to reach areas such as deep and narrow
cavities can be processed with very
high efficiency thanks to the new ‘5axis
tangent plane machining’ and the conical
barrel cutter.
OPEN MIND CADCAM Technologies
India Private Ltd
3C-201, 2nd Floor, 2nd Main Road,
Kasturi Nagar, Bangalore – 560 043
Tel.: +91 80 3232 4647
E-Mail: Info.India@openmind-tech.com
website: www.openmind-tech.com

A

t Bombardier Aerospace, the
CRJ Ground Support Equipment
group, and the In Service
Engineering team is dispatched, on short
notice, to any location worldwide, when
an incident occurs with an airplane (such
as the result of being hit by a baggage
transporter, or after undergoing a hard
landing). On location, they make a
diagnostic to determine whether the
incident has caused damages to the
structure of the airplane by performing
a symmetry and alignment check (a
dimensional verification of the airframe
to establish whether its wings and tail are
symmetrical to the longitudinal axis).
Traditionally, the symmetry and
alignment check has been performed by
using the plumb bob and datum plane
method. This involves taking manual
measures using plumb bobs, precision
optical levels, transit rulers, tape, and
numerous geometrical accessories that
make up the symmetry and alignment
kit. However, each kit is aircraft-model
specific, meaning that when it’s in use, its
accessibility is limited. Also, the traditional

the rest. Operations such as determining
the axis, moving the device, pairing, and
adjusting to match are performed in
PolyWorks. As each measure is taken, the
data is instantly accessible in PolyWorks,
and what’s more, it’s automatically
updated throughout the report.

method requires two technicians and, in
the best-case scenario, takes between 1214 hours to complete.
The 3D Metrology Solution
Bombardier opted for the portable
Leica Absolute Tracker AT401 combined
with InnovMetric’s PolyWorks|Inspector™
software. With PolyWorks, the entire
symmetry and alignment procedure
is simplified. The technician arrives on
location, sets up his equipment and
identifies the target points on the airplane.
Once this is done, he begins measuring
using the tracker, and PolyWorks does

The Benefits
The 3D metrology solution is
compatible with all aircraft—making
limited accessibility to the tools a thing of
the past. Yet the most noteworthy benefit
is the major time savings: Bombardier
reduced by 75% their symmetry and
alignment check time as the process
can now be completed with only one
technician in 4 to 6 hours. Add the
fact that the previous method often
encountered delays during transport; the
CRJ Ground Support Equipment group
was not able to set a flat service rate. With
the 3D metrology method, they can now
estimate the costs, which is a significant
plus because within an organization like
Bombardier being able to plan operations
costs is key.
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Rollon Slideway Material: Reconditioning
of Machine Tool Guideways

R

ollon Slideway surface linear
bearing material is the proven
linear bearing material used
globally by OEM’s and reconditioners for
machine tool guideways, jibs, wedges,
rotary tables or any linear movement
application to check metal to metal
contact, where reduced friction and
wear resistance are critical design
considerations.
With Rollon slideway, equipment
has no down time for lubrication and
parts replacement due to inadequate
lubrication. No grease fittings are
required. Run-in time and starting power
are reduced appreciably. Accessibility for
lubrication no longer poses a problem.
Waste is eliminated in industries where oil
contamination must be avoided.
Major Advantages
Accurate positioning
Minimum requirements of lubrication
Galling is avoided
Traditional machining methods
Minimum wear and long service life
Low and constant friction
Vibration damping.
Reconditioning with Rollon Slideway
Rollon Slideway is actively used for
the reconditioning of machine tool
guideways, jibs, wedges, Rotary tables
etc. The advantages of reconditioning
with Rollon Slideway go beyond
obtaining improved working properties.
The original centres can be maintained
unchanged and the necessity for bedding
in is eliminated.
Salient Features
Eliminates stick-slip
Prevents wear
Ensures fast, Smooth chatter free travel
Renews worn equipment
Reduced high breakaway friction
Holds position
Installs easily
Self lubricating
Tough and durable
Wear resistant
Controlled low friction.
Advantages Over Manually Operated
Machinery
The Rollon Slideway linear bearing
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system is finding wide acceptance in
non-numerical
controlled
machine
applications. The unique advantages
in the areas of constant friction, long
wear life, design simplicity, smoothness
of operation, uniform wear, low
maintenance and ease of retrofit have
proven to be important to engineering
requirements.
Most machine rebuilders use Rollon
Slideway linear bearings onto carriage
cross slides, carriage hold downs,
compounds, adjustable gibs and taper
attachments. Costly hand scraping of the
ways becomes unnecessary – ways need
only be planed or surface ground flat and
parallel. Rollon Slideway linear bearings
are applied to lathes having either cast
iron, soft or hardened steel ways. The
resulting
performance
advantages
are the carriage moves smoothly both
on automatic and hand feed, there is
no tendency to stick-slip during hand
operation and Rollon slideway linear

bearings exhibit vibration dampening
characteristics resulting in improved
machined finishes on the work place.
In many instances, the finishes and
tolerances obtained are superior to those
which were obtainable when the machine
was new.
Advantages
Over
Numerical
Controlled Machinery
Numerical control systems convert
electrical signals to linear table travel and
positioning through the use of DC motor
driving, either a ball screw or a hydraulic
drive system, The DC motor drives two
feedback devices: one for velocity control
and the other for positioning control.
The positioning control generates 10,000
signals for each inch of travel; each of
these signals represents a potential
stopping point.
A complete drive system as described
above is duplicated on both the X
and Y axes. Considering that the table
must be able to be stopped and held
at any particular, predetermined oneten thousands of an inch, the following
bearing characteristics of Rollon slideway
are important.
Some friction for holding and
minimizing over travel Low differential
static versus dynamic friction to prevent
stick-slip.
Low breakaway friction to minimize the
signal voltage gain when restarting the
table excursion.
Typical of the importance of friction
are its effects during high differential X-Y
motion.
Rollon Slideway is available in
thicknesses of 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.2 and
4.0 mm thick x 12” width x Length on
requirement
For genuine material and support
of technical team contact:
VICE PRESIDENT – TECHNICAL
ROLLON BEARINGS PVT LTD
SHAH SULTAN COMPLEX,
CUNNINGHAM ROAD,
BANGALORE - 560 052
T +91 80 22266928 / 22250287
F +91 80 22250319
E rollon@rollonbearings.com
www.rollonbearings.com
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List of Exhibitors and Contact Details
Accuramech Industrial Adhesive Specialities
Sy.No.261/2, Behind Indo-Nissin Foods
Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
Haragadde Village, Jigani
Wagholi Warehousing
2347/B Nagar Road, Wagholi
Pune-412207
Ph: +91 (020) 4077 44 44
E-mail: sales@accuramech.com
Web: www.accuramech.com

***

Aerospace Engineers
“The Salem Aeropark”,
National Highway 7,
Ammapalayam Village,
Mallur, Salem - 636 203. Tamil Nadu
Ph: 91-427-2422232 / 2422332
Web:www.thesalemaeropark.com

***

APM Technologies
201, Second Floor, Plot
N0 403, 2nd Main,
Kasturi Nagar, East of NGEF Layout
Bangalore – 560043
E-mail: south@whitelightscanning.com
Web: www.whitelightscanning.com

***

Anand Mould
Steels Pvt. ltd.
Plot No.1442, Road No.16, Kalamboli
Warehousing Complex, Kalamboli,
Navi Mumbai – 410 218
Tel : 022- 2742 3998/ 6513
3711/ 6513 3712
E-mail : ashish@anandsteels.com,
accounts@anandsteels.com
Web : www.anandsteels.com

***

Industrial Area,
Anekal Taluk, Bangalore-560105
Ph:080-27809568/9880815138
E-mail:info@adhesivespecialities.co.in
web.www.adhesivespecialities.co.in

***

Aimil Ltd.

Naimex House
A-8 Mohan Cooperative Industrial
Estate, Mathura Road
New Delhi - 110 044, Tel : 30810200
E-mail : info@aimil.com
Web : www.aimil.com

***

Axon Interconnectors
and wires pvt ltd
no: 117, suite no: 1w, Neil Rao towers,
EPIP, Whitefield,
Bangalore 560066
Ph : (080)40918186
Web: www.axon-cable.com

***

Alpha Design
Technologies Pvt Ltd
09, Service Road, HAL II Stage
Indiranagar,
Bangalore- - 560 008
Ph: +91-80-4255 6949

***

Bombay Tools
Supplying Agency
Pvt Ltd
no.16/1, old no.12, fatima elegance
2nd Floor, 2nd Cross, S.G. Narayana
Layout, Bangalore - 560027.
Ph No.:080-22237650 / 652 / 653
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Chime Polymers
Pvt. Ltd.,

No.50, RSS Complex, Anna Salai,
Nagalkeni, Chromepet,
Chennai - 600044.
E-mail : sathya@chime.co.in
Ph : 044-22382626/22382858
Extn. : 207
Web : www.chime.co.in

***

Conceptia Software
Technologies Pvt Ltd
#22, 1ooft Ring Road, 6th
block, 3rd phase
3rd Stage Banshankari,
Bangalore 560085
Ph: 080-2679 9382
E-mail services@conceptia.in
Web: www.conceptia.in

***

Tektronix (India)
Private Limited
Salapuria Premium,
Survey number 16,
Kadubeesanahalli,
varthur, Hubli,
Sarajapura Outer Ring Road,
Bengaluru 560 103
Pho:91-80-3079 2600
E-mail: india.mktg@tek.com

***

Convergent
Technologies

No. 204, 2nd Main,
Mahalakshmi Layout,
Bangalore: 560 086
Ph: 080-23670050
E-mail: sales@convergenttech.in

List of Exhibitors and Contact Details
D-Espat Pvt Ltd

2/1 Veerapandia Nagar I street
Choolaimedu, Chennai – 600 094
Ph : 044 – 23630797

***

Electrosolve

No.219, 4th ‘C’ Cross,
3rd Block, HRBR Layout,
BANGALORE – 560 043
Tel: +91 80 41732941 / 42
E-mail: sales@electrosolve.com
Web: www.electrosolve.com

***

EOS GmbH India
36, Sivananda Nagar, Kolathur
Chennai-600099, India
Ph +91 44 3964 8000
Web: www.eos.info

***

Entuple Technologies
Pvt. Ltd.
# 2730, ‘Trikannika’, 80 Feet
Road, HAL 3rd Stage
Indiranagar, Bangalore - 560 038
Tel: +91 80 42171597, +91 80 42028111
Web: www.entuple.com

***

Grind Master
Machines Pvt. Ltd.
B-10/B- 11/B-14, Railway Station MIDC,
Aurangabad- 431005
Maharashtra (India).
Tel. +91 (240) 2374104,
+91 (240) 2374114
E-mail : sales@grindmaster.co.in

Garg Associates
Pvt. Ltd

D - 3 Meerut Road Industrial Area - 3
Ghaziabad UP India 201003
Ph: +91-120-2712128

***

Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd
Corporate Office,P.B. No. 5150
15/1,Cubbon Road,Bangalore-560001
Tel: 080-22320701
Web: www.hal-india.com

***

HYT inovative
projects pvt ltd’
A-138/B-21, H-Block,MIDC,PIMPRI
Pune- 411018,
Ph:020-40795510
E-mail-hytinovative@ymail.com

***

Intech DMLS Pvt Ltd
B-117,3rd Main, Road,Peenya
Industrial area
2ndstage,Bangalore-560058
Tel:080-41474668
Web: www.intech-dmls.in

***

M’La Sales
Corporation

5, Yeshwantnagar, Telco-Century Enka
Road| Pimpri, Pune 411018| India
Ph: +91 206.500.3776 ;
+91 206.500.2369
E-mail: sales@mla-sales.com
Web : www.mla-sales.com

Mahindra
Aerostructures

Plot No. 251 P, 252 to 264 & 265 P
Narasapura Industrial Area,
Kolar Taluk, Bangalore,
Karnataka 563133
Telephone: +91 81522 80500
E-mail:aerostructures@
mahindraaerospace.com
Web: www.mahindraaerospace.com

***

Measurewel
Technologies

unit-h-6,udyog bharati
estate,c-277,midc-waluj,
Aurangabad,Maharashtra
state,431136,india
Ph : +9102406611345,Mob
: 9325381200,9373242007
E-mail : info@measurewel.com,
measurewel.abd@gmail.com
Web : http://www.measurewel.
com, www.measurewel.in

***

Modern Metals
India Pvt Ltd
Plot No.131,Sector25,ballabuarh,Farridabad-121004
Haryana
Cel-9910012626
E-mail-info@modernmetalsindia.com
Web: www.modernmetalsindia.com

***

NQA Certification
Pvt Ltd
Ground Floor, CRN Square, No.15,
Kasturba Road, 560 001, India
Tel: +91 80 67740400
E-mail : indiaenquiries@nqa.com
Web: www.nqa.com
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List of Exhibitors and Contact Details
Olympus Medical
Systems India Pvt Ltd
Ground Floor, Tower- C, SAS Tower,
The Medicity Complex
Sector – 38, Gurgaon –
122001, Haryana, India
Phone: 0124-4999191

***

Siddhi Engineers
Siddhi House,
6,Virkunj Society,
Nr.Vidhyanagar School,
Usmanpura,
Ahmedabad- 380014
Ph : +91-79-40244344
E-mail: simktg@siddhiindia.com
Web : www.siddhiindia.com

Open Mind
CadcamTechnologies
India Pvt Ltd

PolyWorks Software
India Pvt. Ltd.
B-507, 5th Floor, TeerthTechnospace,
S No. 103, Baner,
Off Mumbai Bangalore Highway,
Pune 411045 India.
Ph: +91(20) 66477911
E-mail- akulkarni@polyworks.in
Web:www.polyworks.com

***

Rachamallu Forgings
Private Limited
Plot-86, CIE Expansion
Gandhi Nagar, Balanagar
Hyderabad 500037
Phone : + 91 40 23078905 /
23078924 / 23078925 / 23078926
Web site : www.rachamallu.com
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# 476, 21ST CROSS, B.S.K 2ND
STAGE, BENGALURu-560070
KARNATAKA
Tel : +918026711825
Fax : +918026711856
Cell: + 91 9611132934
E-mail sathya@statclean.com
Web: www.statclean.com

***

TruCut Precision
Tools Pvt Ltd

3C-201, 2nd Floor, 2nd Main Road
Kasturi Nagar, Bangalore – 560043
Tel: 080 32324647 Fax: 080 40923251
E-mail -rajeev.vaidya@openmind-tech.
com / info.india@openmind-tech.com
Web : www.openmind-tech.com

***

Statclean Technology
India Pvt ltd

INDIGENOUSLY DESIGNED / PRODUCTIONISED
PRODUCTS FOR ARMED FORCES

***

Srujan Solutions
Flat No. 201, Plot no. 13,
Siddhivinayak Society,
S. No. 432,
Near Karve Statue, Kothrud,
Pune 411038.
Pho.: +91 20 64004102 /
+91 8554984508
E-mail : accounts@srujansolutions.com
Web : www.srujansolutions.com

DP-19, Sidco Industrial Estate
Katoor,
Thirumullaivoyal
chennai-600062, India.
T:044-64990524,26350520
M: +91 9884110060
E-mail: zuzer@trucut-tool.com
web: www.trucut-tool.com

***

V5 semi conductors
#31/4, New# 22, II Floor,
Vani Vilas Road, Basavanagudi,
Bengaluru – 560004
Ph.: 91-80- 2661 0621
E-Mail: sales@v5semiconductors.com
Web: www.v5semiconductors.com

***

SRV Damage
Preventions Pvt. ltd.
405, Mohan Towers, 1
Community Centre,
Wazirpur Commercial Complex
New Delhi-110052
M : +91- 9717047773 P : 011-47133301
Web: www.srvcontrols.com
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INever stop exploring.
Be part of the digital future.

The aerospace industry relies on co-operation and collaboration.
Therefore, strong partners with a high level of expertise are
essential. In Bavaria you’ll find the right ingredients: a wealth
of potential partners and customers throughout the entire
industry value chain and highly qualified personnel.
Bavaria is the home of digital future and your perfect business location. Invest in Bavaria is the expert partner for foreign investors and assists you to set up and expand business
operations in Bavaria. Of course, our services are confidential
68 in touch with us!
and free of charge. Get

We are happy to be there for you:
State of Bavaria | India Office
John Kottayil – Executive Director
Telefon +91 80 40965025
john.kottayil@invest-in-bavaria.in
www.invest-in-bavaria.com

